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THIS MONTH’S CONTRIBUTORS

Frances Coppola 
spent many years 
working for banks, 
and now writes 
and speaks about 
banking, finance  

and economics. She is a Forbes 
contributor and a frequent 
commentator for the BBC. She 
is also a professional singer, 
musician and teacher. Her article 
on ageing populations is on 
page 30 

Richard Watson is 
a futurist, speaker 
and author, who 
helps companies 
look at emerging 
growth opportunities 

and risks. He works with the 
Foresight Practice at Imperial 
College London and lectures  
at the London Business School.  
His article on artificial 
intelligence and robotics 
appears on page 28

Gerry Harvey is chief 
executive of the FICC 
Markets Standards 
Board (FMSB), and 
former group head of 
compliance for the ICAP 

Group. Prior to that, he worked at a 
number of organisations, including 
the global banking and markets 
division of RBS, Nikko Europe, LIFFE 
and NatWest Markets. His article on 
the FMSB’s extensive research into 
financial misconduct is on page 36

INSIDE TRACK

Editor’s letter
As I write, a standoff of worrying proportions exists between North Korea and the rest of the 
world; we look ahead to the results of a general election in Germany, the results of which 
might sweep away or usher in Angela Merkel and Emmanuel Macron’s plans for a more unified 
continent; and we look to the Brexit negotiations for enlightenment on the UK’s future trading 
relationship with Europe. Observing geopolitics is now more than ever a test of nerves.

And geopolitics is far from the only game in town. The world faces other challenges, 
including, but not limited to, ageing populations among established and emerging markets 
alike, and the prospect of paradigm-shifting technologies forcing a whole new era in terms  
of what it means to go to work. 

For this edition of The Treasurer, we’ve enlisted members of ACT’s Future Leaders in Treasury 
(FLiT) group to probe these issues and to explore their implications. As Agnes Favillier, chair 
of the group, says on page 17, younger generations vote differently to their elders and have a 
different perspective and expectations about the future. The FLiT group was established to 
provide a forum and a platform for those views, particularly in relation to how they will shape 
the treasury profession of the future.

Members of the group have also given us a taste of their views on how a fast-moving world 
affects them in the workplace in a piece on key trends. Turn to page 24 for their views on 
infrastructure, diversity in the workplace, cybersecurity and more. 

The ACT’s Vanessa Harwood-Whitcher takes a closer look at different generations and how 
their differing priorities play out in the workplace, on page 46; Frances Coppola explores the 
profound consequences of changing demographics on page 30; while on page 28 futurist Richard 
Watson describes the growing capabilities of robotics and artificial intelligence, and explains 
why they are no match for the subtleties and distinguishing marks of professional conduct and 
human persuasiveness. 

As usual, we bring you a mix of treasury and technical updates, plus our regular profile – 
on page 20, we hear Kate Moorcroft’s story. In her year at the helm of Barratt Developments’ 
treasury function, Moorcroft has completed a crucial private placement and set in motion a  
cash and bank relationship review. She is a strong advocate for the ACT’s Mentor Me programme 
and believes in developing the young talent in her own team – a supportive voice for younger 
treasury professionals.

Enjoy the issue.

editor@treasurers.org
Follow us on Twitter @thetreasurermag

The copyright of all editorial in this magazine is reserved 
to the publishers. None of the articles published may be 
copied, duplicated or reproduced in any form without the 
prior consent of The Association of Corporate Treasurers. 
The Association of Corporate Treasurers, the publisher and 
editor cannot accept responsibility for any claim which may 
be made against a contributor arising out of the publication 
of any article or letter. The views and opinions expressed 
in this magazine are not necessarily those of the Council 
of The Association of Corporate Treasurers.

The Treasurer 
is the official magazine of
The Association of Corporate Treasurers
68 King William Street, London EC4N 7DZ 
United Kingdom
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BRIEFING

For the latest 
news and comment 

in the treasury world,
follow us on Twitter 
@thetreasurermag

EUROPE’S PAYMENT
CYCLES DECLINE
One trillion euros remained tied 
up in net working capital and 
unavailable to Europe’s 1,000 
largest public companies last 
year, according to figures from 
REL Consultancy. REL’s annual 
working capital survey revealed 
that the cash conversion cycle 
(CCC) slipped by 3.6% last year, 
due to increases in inventory  
and receivables.

Collectively, days inventory 
outstanding grew by 9.1%, and 
days sales outstanding (DSO) 
increased by 5.9%. Days payable 
outstanding climbed 10.1%, its 
best performance since 2007.

With economic indicators 
improving in Europe, the 
poorer performance in cash 
conversion may be down to 
improved confidence, the report’s 
authors argued, since companies 
may build up inventory in 
expectation of increased sales. 
The bigger DSO figure may be 
due to greater use of supply chain 
finance. Figures in the report 
demonstrated further cause for 
optimism. Average revenue is up 
6.6% over the past five years and 
cash conversion efficiency – the 

CASH CONVERSION; BLOCKCHAIN; MiFID II

ratio of operating cash flow to 
revenue – has grown by 9.6% 
since 2011.
BANKS TURN  
TO BLOCKCHAIN
Research from recruitment firm 
Robert Half Financial Services 
has found that 52% of financial 
services executives polled  
have implemented blockchain 
technology. They have cited the 
ability to facilitate transactions 
combined with the speed  
and cost benefits offered by 
blockchain as factors in their 
decision-making. Some 85%  

of the sample said they believed 
the emerging technology would 
have a genuine impact on the 
sector by 2022. Respondents 
ranked trading technology  
(51%), programming (47%) and 
analytics (44%) as the skills that 
will become most significant  
as the distributed ledger 
technology takes hold. Of those 
who have already implemented 
blockchain, 54% reported 
empowered users as a significant 
benefit, while 52% mentioned 
faster transactions; and 44% cited 
lower transaction costs.
UNINTENDED MiFID II 
CONSEQUENCES
The EU’s Markets in Financial 
Instruments Directive (MiFID) 
may depress investment in 
market research and may  
make cross-border trading  
more complex.

With the implementation 
date of MiFID II due in January 
2018, consultancy McKinsey & 
Company has said that the rule 
changes will exert a heavy toll 
on data availability, as banks 

cut around $1.2bn of spending 
in research, in particular. The 
top 10 sell-side banks currently 
spend some $4bn on research, 
a figure McKinsey expects to 
drop by 30% after MiFID II. 
Additionally, regulators in the 
US, Switzerland and Singapore 
are examining whether their rules 
have equivalence with the EU 
regulations, since MiFID II could 
disrupt trading on platforms 
elsewhere in the world if the 
regimes do not align.
GLOBAL FINANCIAL  
CRISIS – 10 YEARS ON
Consultancy Oliver Wyman  
has released a report into the 
longer-term impacts on the 
wholesale banking sector 
following on from the global 
financial crisis 10 years ago.

According to figures from 
the consultancy, revenues have 
fallen by 25% from pre-crisis 
levels from $300bn to $230bn; 
balance sheets have been cut by 
around 30% and risk-weighted 
assets have fallen by around 
50%, while the capital ratios 
of corporate and investment 
banking divisions have increased 
twofold. Meanwhile, returns on 
equity have halved and the spread 
between better performers and 
worse performers has widened, 
with US banks gaining some 10% 
of market share.

Christian Edelmann, global 
head of corporate & institutional 
banking and wealth & asset 
management, said: “The capital 
markets industry has radically 
reshaped itself since the crisis 
began 10 years ago. Banks have 
enhanced their risk management, 
met new regulatory requirements 
and cut costs to restore 
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profitability. The next 10 years will 
see similarly radical changes. The 
winning banks will be those that 
embrace technological change 
and transform their workforce.”
EMERGING MARKET  
MAKES DEBUT ISSUE
In a 10-year, dollar-denominated 
bond issue, Tajikistan will join 
a growing number of emerging-
market nations tapping the 
international debt markets. In 
August, Iraq raised $1bn in a  

What do you say?  
Tweet us  

@thetreasurermag

WHAT
THEY
SAID

five-year bond issue, which yielded 
6.75% and was oversubscribed six 
times. Belarus issued a dual five-
year and 10-year bond in June, 
raising $1.4bn. Bankers expect the 
trend to continue as the search 
for yield intensifies. Emerging-
market sovereign issuers have 
generated returns of up to 12.8% 
this year compared with 3% 
for US treasuries and 0.9% for 
eurozone bonds, according to 
Bloomberg Barclays indices.

In a statement that may herald a change in how 
financial institutions look at cybercrime, RBS CEO 
Ross McEwan has said that fraud victims should 
not automatically get refunds from their banks. 

“We are working very hard 
to help customers detect 
when there are difficulties, 
but I think this has to be 
in partnership with the 
customer and with the bank. 
You can’t keep blaming this 
on an organisation where 
customers don’t take their 
own duty of care as well.”

60%
of UK-based multinationals 
reported zero taxable profits 
between 2000 and 2011, 
according to research by the 
Saïd Business School. 29%  
of UK domestic businesses 
report no profits

£3.96bn
is the amount that Chinese 
investors spent on London 
commercial property in the 
first half of 2017, according  
to the CBRE real estate group

NUMBERS

$16bn
was raised by Amazon in  
a bond sale to purchase 
supermarket chain Whole 
Foods Market

$1.8bn
is the amount raised  
by Tesla’s sale of junk 
bonds. The proceeds  
will finance production  
of the Tesla Model 3

45%
is the percentage of SMEs 
waiting up to three months 
for payments from larger 
businesses, according to  
the Zurich SME Risk Index

£25bn
is the amount the UK’s tax 
authorities say is potentially 
underpaid by large 
companies in the year to 
March 2017, an increase of 
14% on the previous year

$100bn
is the estimated cost of  
storm damage as a result  
of Hurricane Harvey
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BRIEFING

REGULATOR TO  
SCRUTINISE BONDS
The International 
Organization of Securities 
Commissions (IOSCO) has 
issued a consultation into the 
transparency of the international 
corporate bond market. IOSCO 
has identified issues in terms  
of its members’ ability to access, 
analyse and compare data across 
jurisdictions. It noted disparities 
in regulatory data available to 
market players, as well as a lack 
of consistency in standards 
from one jurisdiction to the 
next, including differences in 
sources of information, data 
characteristics and the method 
of delivery. 

IOSCO last addressed 
standards for transparency in 
2004, since when regulatory 
changes, new participants,  
a shift from the traditional 
dealer-based principal model  
to an agency-based model  

IN THE NEWS…

Signs that the maturing fintech sector could 
soon be subject to regulatory harmonisation 
appeared over the summer in the form 
of a European Banking Authority (EBA) 
discussion paper.

The EBA has previously investigated 
crowdfunding and virtual currencies. But 
since fintech development could shape 
the provision of financial services – and 
therefore its regulation – the EBA has 
stepped up its investigation of this area.

The EBA canvassed regulatory bodies 
in 22 member states and two European 
Economic Area states, identifying some 

1,500 fintech firms across the study area.  
It received detailed information on a sample  
of 282 firms.

The discussion paper prepares the ground 
for efforts towards a consistent regulatory 
framework for fintechs. Currently, firms 
aren’t overseen in the same way from one 
jurisdiction to another. A significant number 
don’t fall under any regulatory authority. 
“The different treatment of fintech firms 
offering similar financial services could 
benefit from further investigation, as 
differences could potentially lead to level-
playing-field issues and forum shopping  

for the most amenable regulatory 
treatment,” the report said.

The EBA wants to see work on the 
prudential risks for credit, payment and 
electronic money institutions, and says 
there is merit in investigating the impact 
of fintech developments on the business 
models of these institutions – an area likely 
to affect corporate treasurers in the future.

The deadline for comments on the 
EBA paper is 6 November 2017 and the 
report can found at www.eba.europa.eu/
documents/10180/1919160/EBA+Discussion+Pa
per+on+Fintech+%28EBA-DP-2017-02%29.pdf

A REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR FINTECHS

and increased use of technology 
have all served to reshape  
the market.
RUSSIA STAGES  
BANK RESCUE
The Bank of Russia stepped in  
to stave off collapse at Otkritie, 
one of the 10 banks listed as 
systemically important in Russia. 
The central bank will take 
control of Otkritie via a new 

share issuance and has said it 
intends to control the running of 
the bank for one year. Customers 
have withdrawn RUB 527bn from 
the bank since July, according to 
central bankers.

Russia introduced a law in 
May this year that enables the 
central bank to take control  
of a failing bank by means of a 
newly created fund. The central 
bank will become Otkritie’s 
main investor, it said. 

The rescue has drawn 
comparisons with the 2011 
bailout of the Bank of  
Moscow, which precipitated  
a $14bn bailout.
CYBERATTACK 
EXTRADITION
A Briton accused of criminal 
cyber activity has been 
extradited from Germany to  
the UK to face charges under 

the Computer Misuse Act. At 
the time of writing, Daniel Kaye, 
who is accused of attempting 
to blackmail two banks via 
distributed denial of service 
attacks using an infected 
network of computers, is also 
accused of endangering human 
welfare in a separate cyberattack 
on Lonestar MTN, an internet 
provider in Liberia. 
CRYPTOCURRENCY 
MILESTONE
A report from market researcher 
Juniper suggested that 
cryptocurrency transactions will 
exceed $1 trillion by the end of 
2017. The Future of Blockchain: 
Key Vertical Opportunities & 
Deployment Strategies reports 
that the first half of 2017 saw 
cryptocurrency transactions 
in excess of $325bn. Three key 
crypotcurrencies have seen 
increases in value: Ethereum, 
Litecoin and Bitcoin. 

The Bank  
of Russia

  FIVE MINUTES ON…    
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Payments 
worldwide

Emerging markets are driving global growth in  
non-cash transactions globally. 

46.7%

According to the 
World Payments 
Report 2017, produced 
by Capgemini with 
BNP Paribas, global 
non-cash transaction 
volumes rose by 11.2% 
over the course of 
2014-2015 to reach 
433.1 billion, the 
highest growth  
for a decade.

SURVEYS
&

REPORTS

DIGITAL AND CONTACTLESS 
TRANSACTIONS SEE STRONG GROWTH, 
WHILE REGULATORY CHALLENGES REMAIN

Two regions fuelled the increase: emerging Asian 
markets, with growth of 43.4%, and Central Europe,  
the Middle East and Africa, with 16.4% growth.

Debit cards accounted for 
the highest share of non-
cash transactions at 46.7%, 
followed by credit cards 
with 19.5%. Although credit 
card volume grew by 10% 
globally compared with the 
previous year, some regions 
saw declines or only 
marginal growth, with 
emerging Asian markets 
accounting for stronger 
growth. Use of cheques  
fell by 13.4% globally.

Emerging markets saw a 21.6% increase in transactions, 
conclusively outstripping mature markets, where 
transactions grew by 6.8%. China climbed to third place for 
non-cash transaction volumes among emerging markets.

Contactless payments 
are becoming ubiquitous 
in mature markets.  
In Canada, use of 
contactless credit cards 
tripled between 2011  
and 2015. In France, the 
take-up of contactless 
Visa cards doubled 
between 2014 and 2015. 
The UK has the highest 
number of contactless 
cards in circulation: 
106.9 million.19.5%

The report weighs the significant growth 
in digital payments against regulatory 
and corporate challenges worldwide. 
For example, complex new payment 
regulations in Asia-Pacific impact 
currency and exchange limits used by 
treasurers, including: restrictions in 
Indonesia that challenge the ability of 
treasurers to pool cash; Malaysian 
regulations that restrict exporters to no 
more than 25% of export proceeds; and 
regulatory changes in China from the 
People’s Bank of China and State 
Administration of Foreign Exchange.

In spite of widespread adoption and rapid growth in 
digital payments, cash in circulation remains strong, 
particularly in those markets where access to modern 
payment infrastructure and banking systems is sparse. 
The share of cash in total payment volumes is falling  
in most countries, but remains stable or has increased 
slightly over the past five years.
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TECHNICAL BRIEFING

You have no doubt heard by 
now about the potential 

demise of Libor. In late July, the 
UK’s Financial Conduct Authority 
(FCA) announced that, from 2021, 
it will no longer put pressure on 
panel banks to contribute daily 
rates to the Libor administrator. 
This arguably removes all 
incentives for banks to contribute 
to such benchmarks.

Why has this decision 
been taken? 
In 2013, the G20 commissioned 
the Financial Stability Board 
(FSB) to review systematically 
important interest rate 
benchmarks in response to a 
number of scandals and a decline 
in market liquidity. Put simply, 
the underlying market that Libor 
seeks to reflect (the unsecured 
interbank funding market) is no 
longer sufficiently liquid and so 
Libor is increasingly frequently 
an estimated rate rather than one 
based on actual transactions – 
and therefore more vulnerable 
to miscalculation.

The FSB recommended that 
a nearly risk-free reference 
rate was, in many cases, more 
suitable than a reference rate 
that included a bank credit risk 
component (such as Libor), and 
various central banks established 
working groups to implement 
this recommendation. 

So, what are the  
possible alternatives?

Well, this rather depends on 
which currency you are using, 
as different markets have taken 
different approaches.

Some countries have decided 
that using a secured rate is 
appropriate. For example, 
Switzerland has selected the 
Swiss Average Rate Overnight 
(SARON), a collateralised  
rate based on the Swiss  
repo market. In the US, the 
Alternative Reference Rates 
Committee has chosen a new 
treasuries repo rate linked  
to the cost of borrowing  
secured against US government 
debt. This benchmark doesn’t 
actually exist yet – so doesn’t  
have a name.

Others have chosen to adopt  
an unsecured rate.

In the UK, the Risk-Free Rate 
Working Group recommended 
the use of the sterling overnight 
index average (SONIA) as the 
preferred near-risk-free rate. 
SONIA reflects bank and building 
societies’ overnight funding rate 
in the sterling unsecured market 
and is currently going through 
a reform process to improve its 
robustness. Japan has selected 
the Tokyo Overnight Average 
Rate (TONAR) as the alternative 
to yen Libor. Similar to SONIA, 
this is an unsecured rate. 

Further, we understand that 
the European Central Bank  
has begun working on its own 
index of bank-to-bank lending – 
one to watch.

Will Libor really die?
It’s hard to tell at this stage,  
but treasurers need to be 
prepared that it may disappear. 
ICE Benchmark Administration 
could continue to produce Libor 
post-2021 if it chooses to do so, 
and its press release following 
the FCA’s announcement stated 
that Libor has a “long-term 
sustainable future” – but it  
will need to figure out how  
to maintain integrity in 
the panels when the FCA 
‘compulsion’ disappears. 

What does this mean  
for corporates?
This will be an evolving topic  
and the ACT is already engaged 
with regulators and various  
trade associations to ensure  
that the corporate voice is  
not overlooked. 

As a start, the following 
challenges will need to  
be resolved:
• Liquidity risk: tenors need 

to be ‘forward-looking’, for 
example, the six-month rate 
known in advance, in order 
for corporates to manage their 
cash flow and liquidity risk. 
Importantly, following the 
planned reform, SONIA will  
be published in the morning  
of the following day.

• A benchmark curve: SONIA 
is an overnight rate and doesn’t 
currently have the set tenors, 
such as three-month and six-
month rates, that Libor has. 

• Legacy contracts: if Libor 
no longer existed or was 
fundamentally different to the 
benchmark it is today, there  
is the issue of legacy contracts 
that reference Libor, some 
extending out to 30-plus years. 

• Comparability of 
benchmark rates: 
multinationals typically borrow 
in local currency, so will need 
to consider how to compare 
between different benchmarks 
(potentially one based on 
unsecured and another based 
on collateralised transactions) 
when deciding which currency 
to raise and/or swap their 
funding into. 

• Rules, rules, rules: there 
will be accounting, regulatory 
and economic implications of 
switching benchmarks – just 
consider hedge accounting 
implications if existing 
contracts have to be  
‘re-papered’, for a start. 

There will also be cost 
implications of transferring from 
one benchmark to another. 

There are no easy answers  
and discussions have just begun. 
The ACT would welcome input 
from corporate treasurers to 
identify key issues and work 
with regulators in ensuring any 
replacement for Libor is fit for 
purpose for the real economy. 

If you’d like to get involved, 
please drop us a line at 
technical@treasurers.org

The traditional summer slowdown for the financial 
markets seems to be a thing of the past, but we hope  
you got a break, because this is going to be a busy  
run-up to the end of the year.

On top of all those one-off projects on your list, such 
as Brexit, bank ring-fencing and lease accounting, those 
with cash sitting in European money market funds will 
need to consider the potential impact of new regulation 
on your investment policies and accounting treatment. 
And everyone will need to add the potential demise of 
Libor as a topic to keep a close eye on – see the In depth 
article below.

LIBOR, LEI AND 
CROSS-BORDER 

PAYMENTS

Michelle Price (left) and Sarah Boyce 
(right) are the ACT’s associate policy 

and technical directors, and are always 
pleased to hear from you, whether 
with questions or with comments  
on areas of particular concern or 

interest to you. You can reach them  
at technical@treasurers.org

THIS
MONTH

{ IN DEPTH }

The end of Libor…?



ACT resources
View briefing notes, technical  
updates and policy submissions at  
www.treasurers.org/technical. In 
addition, there are web pages dedicated to 
Brexit, Best Practice (Codes of Conduct) 
and Libor reform, which can be accessed 
from the ‘Technical Guidance and 
Comment’ tab on the ACT’s home page.

For more immediate responses to 
events as they occur, the policy and 
technical team continues to write various 
blogs at https://blogs.treasurers.org and 
we welcome guest bloggers.

If you have a topic that’s keeping  
you up at night and would like to be  
a guest contributor, please get in touch  
at technical@treasurers.org
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{ INTERNATIONAL }

Europe – MMF 
changes
The EU’s reformed money 
market fund (MMF) rules took 
effect in July and will become 
effective for existing European 
MMFs on 21 January 2019. 

The biggest change is a new 
product category, the low-
volatility net asset value (LVNAV) 
fund. In essence, LVNAV funds 
should maintain a constant NAV 
(CNAV) on most days; however, 
in a liquidity crisis, gates and/
or fees can be applied and/or 
the fund moved to full mark-to-
market pricing. 

Prime CNAV funds will be 
phased out by January 2019 and 
MMF providers are expecting 
that a high percentage of assets 
currently held in CNAV will move 
to LVNAV funds, rather than 
switch to VNAV funds.

Corporate treasurers will  
need to assess whether  
their investment policy allows 
investment in funds other than 
CNAV and also reconsider the 
classification of investments 
in MMFs as Cash and Cash 
Equivalents under IAS 7 (IFRS), 
FRS 102 (UK GAAP) or FASB 
ASC paragraph 305-10-20  
(US GAAP). 

The ACT plans to issue 
guidance by way of webinars 
and a briefing note on the 
upcoming changes.

{ REPORTING AND COMPLIANCE } 

HAVE YOU GOT 
YOUR LEI?

Endorsed by the  
G20, the Legal Entity 

Identifier (LEI) initiative 
is designed to create  
a global reference data 
system that uniquely 
identifies every legal 
entity or structure, in any 
jurisdiction, that is party 
to a financial transaction 
to improve transparency 
and monitoring of risk.

Just a reminder that,  
in addition to the use  
of the LEI for derivatives 
reporting, depending on 
your jurisdiction (not just 

of domicile, but also the 
market in which you are 
operating), an LEI may 
also be required for bond 
issues, and investments 
by insurers and funds. 

Regulations caught 
include European 
Market Infrastructure 
Regulation, Markets in 
Financial Instruments 
Regulation and  
Dodd-Frank.

More details about 
when an LEI is required 
can be found at www.
leiroc.org/lei/uses.htm

{ ONE TO WATCH } 

SWIFT v RIPPLE – 
CROSS-BORDER 
PAYMENTS

One possible practical application of blockchain 
technology has been identified as payments – 

specifically, cross-border payments. Currently, there 
are two principle approaches being taken: SWIFT  
gpi with a hyperledger protocol (a closed private 
blockchain), and Ripple with an interledger protocol 
(peer-to-peer with no central hub). There are pros 
and cons to both approaches, but, according to some, 
it’s sizing up to be a rerun of the Betamax v VHS 
battle of the 1970s. 

NEW
ON THE 

WEB

Implementing the Codes: The 
ACT has drafted a briefing 
note for each of the FX Global 
and UK Money Markets Codes 
to assist corporates in their 

implementation. These include  
a useful next steps list for those 

not really sure where to start!  
www.treasurers.org/codes 

Correspondent banking: The FSB continues to 
monitor the decline in correspondent banking 
– relevant to everyone who moves money 
cross border. https://tinyurl.com/y7ukrpu4

Merger of financial trade bodies: UK Finance  
is the new body resulting from the merger  
of six existing organisations: the Asset  

Based Finance Association, the British 
Bankers’ Association, the Council of  
Mortgage Lenders, Financial Fraud Action UK, 
Payments UK and The UK Cards Association. 
www.ukfinance.org.uk/uk-finance-launches

Investments in equity instruments: 
The European Commission is trying to 
understand whether new accounting 
requirements under IFRS 9 will affect 
long-term investments in equity and so 
the European Financial Reporting Advisory 
Group (EFRAG) has published a questionnaire 
targeted at firms that invest in equity 
instruments and prepare their financial 
statements under IFRS. Further details are 
at https://tinyurl.com/y764muse. The 
deadline for responses is 30 September 2017. 



What makes this crop of 
prizewinners even more 
poignant is that 2016 was 

the first year’s cohort to have 
studied on the new and 
improved ACT qualifications 
pathway. The ACT updated  
all qualifications provisions  
to better support treasury and 
finance professionals, wherever 
they are in their career path. 

With the MCT remaining 
at the pinnacle of treasury 
qualifications, the previous 
AMCT certificates have been 
replaced by the Diploma 
in Treasury Management, 
although those who complete 
the course still have the 

RISING STARS
EACH YEAR THE ACT CELEBRATES THE SUCCESS OF OUR HIGHEST-
ACHIEVING STUDENTS WITH THE ACT QUALIFICATIONS PRIZEWINNERS. 
WE’RE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE NAMES OF THOSE WHO WERE 
‘BEST IN CLASS’ FOR THEIR RESPECTIVE QUALIFICATION IN 2016 AND 
ASKED THEM TO SHARE A FEW THOUGHTS ABOUT THEIR COURSE

  ACT STUDENT OF THE YEAR: JOE SCATTERGOOD

“For any 
aspiring 
senior 
treasury 

professional 
with eyes  

on the top job, 
the MCT is a significant 
stepping stone towards 
achieving their ambitions. 

“The MCT takes the 
theory learned in the AMCT  
a step further and applies 
this understanding to 
practical, real-world 
scenarios using different 
companies operating  
in various industries. 
Judgement, reasoning  
and well-thought-through 
arguments based on a 
sound understanding of  
the theory are some of  
the main skills students 

learn doing the MCT. 
Applying these skills to 
one’s own company is a 
valued ability in today’s 
complex and uncertain 
business environment.

“As treasurers become 
more involved in business 
strategy, so the MCT 
becomes more important 
to hold, as it focuses  
on many of the strategic 
aspects of treasury and  

of finance. It also shows  
full commitment to the 
treasury profession and  
to one’s own development.

“I would encourage any 
treasurer, including those 
who have been around a 
while, to do the MCT.”

The ACT is very pleased 
to have the continued 
support and sponsorship 
from Shell for the Student 
of the Year prize. 

“Shell is delighted to continue its sponsorship  
of the Student of the Year prize for the student 
with the best result in the MCT. Excellence in 

treasury management is an important source of value  
for us and we place great emphasis on applying world-
class standards in our global treasury operations. 
Professional training and accreditation is an essential 
component of this. Congratulations to this year’s  
winner, Joe Scattergood.”

DIPLOMA IN TREASURY
MANAGEMENT PRIZEWINNER:
HEATHER NISBET

“Everywhere I have worked has 
valued ACT qualifications, so  
taking the Diploma in Treasury 
Management was an obvious  
step. It’s a credible and recognised 
qualification in the treasury and 
finance industry.

“Having the AMCT has 
differentiated me as a candidate and 
enabled me to progress to become 
acting assistant treasurer at Informa. 
It has helped me apply the theory  
I learnt in class to use in practice in 
the workplace and thus prepared 
me for a more strategic role. 

“I am delighted all my weekends 
of studying and increased caffeine 
intake has paid off! This prize is  
a great achievement to add to  
my CV and it has given me the 
confidence to progress on to the 
MCT qualification.”

The ACT is delighted to have  
PwC as sponsor for the Diploma  
in Treasury Management prize. 

“PwC is proud to be 
working with the ACT to 
develop treasury talent 

of the future, and sponsor the 
Diploma in Treasury Management 
award. With more than 600 
treasury professionals from a 
variety of backgrounds across  
150 countries working as one 
global team, our people drive the 
development and implementation 
of innovative yet practical treasury 
solutions. Congratulations to this 
year’s winner, Heather Nisbet. We 
wish her every future success.”
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designatory letters ‘AMCT’ 
after their name. The 
Certificate in Treasury (CertT) 
has replaced the Certificate 
in International Treasury 
Management (CertITM), while 
the Certificate in Treasury 
Fundamentals (CertTF) 
replaced the Certificate in 
Financial Fundamentals 
(CertFIN). The Certificate 
in International Cash 
Management (CertICM) 
remains the global, definitive 
qualification in cash 
management for corporate 
and financial institutions, 
but learners can also now 
choose to get accredited 

in the essentials of cash 
management and working 
capital by completing  
the Award in Cash  
Management Fundamentals. 

Student response to the 
new qualifications provision 
has been extremely positive 
and it’s great to see such 
levels of success from so many 
committed professionals. 
Congratulations to all 
who have completed their 
qualification and well done 
in particular to the 2016 
qualifications prizewinners. 
We would also like to thank 
the prize sponsors for their 
support of ACT students. 

ACT PRIZEWINNERS



Rory Edmunds is 
marketing assistant  
at the ACT 

CERTIFICATE IN TREASURY PRIZEWINNER:
FILIP SJOESTRAND

“I wanted an 
opportunity 
to increase 

both the depth 
and breadth  

of my knowledge 
across all areas of treasury 
in parallel to my role at 
IKEA. ACT qualifications, 
with their updated syllabi 
and various learning 
resources, are an ideal way 
to learn new theoretical 
concepts combined with 
practical examples from 
the industry. 

“My role in treasury  
is very broad and I am 
constantly exposed to  
new challenges. Having a 
solid understanding of the 
concepts covered in the 
ACT qualifications gives me 
the confidence to suggest 

ideas and solutions on a 
wide range of issues. This  
is particularly important  
as I work in a small team 
covering a diverse region 
like Asia-Pacific. Being able 
to stay on top of the latest 
industry trends through 
The Treasurer magazine, 
and by attending ACT 
events and webinars,  
is also very helpful. 

“The Certificate in Treasury 
[CertT] also encourages me 
to continue my professional 
development, which I am 
sure will open doors to even 
more interesting roles and 
opportunities in the future.” 

The ACT would like to 
thank National Grid for  
its continued support  
in sponsoring ACT 
qualifications prizes.

CERTIFICATE IN 
INTERNATIONAL CASH
MANAGEMENT PRIZEWINNER: 
KUNAL SUKTHANKAR

The ACT is pleased to announce 
Kunal Sukthankar as this year’s 
Certificate in International Cash 
Management (CertICM) prizewinner. 
This globally recognised qualification 
enables learners from all areas, 
whether with a cash management 
remit or a treasury focus, to become 
trusted experts who can provide 
solutions and deliver best practice in 
domestic and international markets. 

The ACT would like to welcome 
HSBC as a sponsor for the 
qualifications prizes and we  
thank the bank for its support.

“HSBC is thrilled 
and very proud to 

have the opportunity to support 
the ACT in its excellent work in 
developing future finance and 
treasury professionals. Passing  
the CertICM takes a considerable 
amount of time and personal 
investment, and winning this  
award is a significant achievement. 
HSBC congratulates the winner.”

GAY PIERPOINT AWARD FOR ACT BURSARY STUDENT
OF THE YEAR: WISDOM AKAKPO

The ACT Educational  
Trust provides bursaries  
for students in developing 
countries. The highest-
scoring Certificate in 
Treasury Fundamentals 
(CertTF) student studying 
under the bursary scheme 
is awarded the Gay 
Pierpoint prize, in honour 
of former ACT education 
secretary and ACT 
advocate Gay Pierpoint.

“I wanted to build my 
technical expertise in 
treasury, my chosen career 
path, and looked no further 
than the ACT qualifications.

“Apart from arming 
myself with a strong 
knowledge in corporate 
governance, both my  
ACT qualifications 
(Certificate in Treasury 
Fundamentals and 
Certificate in Treasury) 
have equipped me with 
crucial skills in liquidity 
forecasting, cash 
management and 
corporate finance,  
among others.

“Winning the Gay 
Pierpoint Award for Bursary 
Student of the Year is an 
incredible honour. I am 

humbled and very grateful,” 
said Akakpo. 

Stephen East, the 
chairman of the 
Educational Trust, said:  
“We are pleased to award 
Wisdom Akakpo with  
the Gay Pierpoint Award. 
To date, more than 75 
students have progressed 
through the bursary 
scheme and we are 
delighted that we are  
able to assist students  
from developing countries 
who are unable to fund  
or gain sponsorship for 
their studies.”
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“At National Grid, our treasury plays  
a vital role in supporting, creating and 

sustaining value in our business. In February, we were 
delighted to receive the ACT’s 2016 UK Large Treasury 
Team of the Year Award. A successful treasury needs  
a talented team. Effective treasury management is a 
critical skill and, in our view, one of the best indicators  
of this is the ACT professional qualifications. That is  
why we are proud to sponsor the prize for the CertT.  
We congratulate this year’s winner of the Certificate  
in Treasury prize, Filip Sjoestrand.”

For more information on ACT qualifications 
and how they can support your career 
development, visit academy.treasurers.org



TRAINING, EVENTS  
& WEBINARS

2017 TRAINING COURSE DATES
4-5 October, London  
Investing corporate cash
Principles and practices of effective 
investment management. Gain an 
overview of the key elements of 
effective investment management, 
including the significant factors that 
need to be considered when investing 
corporate cash.
11-12 October, London
Mechanics of corporate funding
Raising debt financing is one of the 
most important roles of a treasurer, 
so we’ve designed this course to 
help guide you through the process. 
It looks at why companies borrow, 
provides you with an overview of the 
sources of debt funding and range of 
instruments available, and will examine 
the financial risks to your firm.
16 October, London
Nuts and bolts of cash management
Develop an in-depth understanding 
of the basic principles and practices 
of cash and liquidity management, 
and its importance to the business 
and treasury function, at this one-day 
introduction to cash management.

17-18 October, London
Advanced cash management
Delivered by seasoned practitioners 
from both banking and corporate 
treasury, this course offers a unique 
opportunity to see both the demand 
and supply sides of cash management. 
The comprehensive and detailed 
programme is broken down into 
modules, including live practice on 
exercises, real case studies and an 
emphasis on group work.
31 October to 1 November, London
Treasury security, control and audit
Develop an all-round understanding 
of how to create a secure environment 
in which treasury transactions can 
be managed and carried out with 
minimum risk of fraud or error. 
Learn about assurance practices to 
effectively plan and execute a risk-
based treasury audit that adds value 
and helps identify early-warning 
signals of potential problems.
13-17 November, London 
A-Z of corporate treasury
An intensive five-day overview 
of the fundamentals of treasury 
management. This is a perfect forum 
for new entrants to the profession, 
bankers and those working alongside 
the treasury.

To view more courses or to  
book online, visit academy.

treasurers.org/training
For more information,  
contact Kelly Robertson at 
krobertson@treasurers.org or  

tel +44 (0)20 7847 2573 
Members of National Treasury 
Associations benefit from special  
rates on ACT-led training courses.

ACT EVENTS 2017
27 September, Hong Kong
Asia Treasury Leaders’ Forum
Join us this September in Hong Kong 
for the region’s leading treasury  
event. Bringing together treasury  
and finance professionals from across 
Asia, this is the ideal opportunity to 
exchange ideas with your peers and 
find out more about the latest regional 
developments and trends in treasury.
www.treasurers.org/asia2017
3 October, London
ACT Diversity and Inclusion Calendar: 
Bridging the gender gap
The ACT invites you to join us for the 
inaugural event on the ACT Diversity 
and Inclusion Calendar – an evening 
focusing on gender balance in the 
treasury profession. We’d like to 
welcome a broad range of attendees 
to the event to encourage open 
discussion and sharing of experiences.
www.treasurers.org/gendergap 
8 November, London
ACT Treasury Forum
This invitation-only event is the 
perfect platform for leading treasury 
professionals to convene, and share 
and debate the key issues of the day 
in an informal and interactive setting.
www.treasurers.org/treasuryforum
8 November, London
ACT Annual Dinner
Taking place in the elegant 
surroundings of the Great Room  
at the Grosvenor House Hotel,  
this event will provide you with a 
fantastic opportunity to network  
with your peers while enjoying  
a superb three-course meal, fine  

wine and entertainment in one  
of the most prestigious venues  
in London.  
www.treasurers.org/annualdinner
21-22 November, Dubai
Middle East Annual Summit
Join us at the largest and most 
popular treasury event in the GCC. 
Bringing together the region’s leading 
corporates, you can expect to meet 
more than 500 treasury and finance 
professionals, hear thought-provoking 
insights and best practice from over 
50 speakers, and talk business with 
over 20 leading product and service 
providers, all under one roof.
www.treasurers.org/
middleeastannualsummit
7 February 2018, Nairobi, Kenya
ACT East Africa Treasury Forum
Join us for a programme that looks  
at how treasury professionals can add 
increased value and deliver results to 
their business. It’s a great opportunity 
to get involved and meet like-minded 
treasury professionals.
www.treasurers.org/africa2018 

ACT WEBINARS
Giving direction on regulatory 
change and key treasury concerns
Led by the ACT’s policy and technical 
experts, ACT webinars give direction 
on regulatory change and key treasury 
concerns direct to your desk, wherever 
you are in the world. 
www.treasurers.org/webinars

To attend an ACT event or 
webinar, book online at  

www.treasurers.org/events. For more 
details, email events@treasurers.org  
or call +44 (0)20 7847 2589

JUSSI POHJANPALO 
GROUP TREASURER, FINGRID PLC

How did you get into treasury?
Fingrid was looking for a new treasurer in 2014, 
as it was undergoing a transition phase due to 
ownership changes. I was recruited to help with 
reshaping the finance and treasury function. 
Before this, my career had been in banking and 
corporate finance. I had been thinking for a while 
of moving to the other side of the table, so the 
timing of this opportunity was perfect.

What do you like about treasury?
Being able to engage with both sides of the 
balance sheet: debt management on the one 
side, and engagement with colleagues working 
on investment planning, client and supplier 
organisations on the other.
What’s the best thing about being a treasurer?
The broad network of finance professionals 
and excellent educational programmes, which 
provide access to international best practices  
in finance and treasury. And not forgetting the 
ACT Annual Conference!
How has your qualification benefited you in 
your career so far?
The MCT qualification has provided me with a 
solid basis and better confidence to take on new 
responsibilities and to implement best practices 
within our finance and treasury function. 
What’s the most unusual responsibility that 
you have as a treasurer?
Being a member of a steering group that 
oversees the group’s travel expenses.

What’s the most important lesson that  
you’ve learned during your career?
All situations can be resolved with the right 
team of people.
What would be your best piece of advice to 
someone else considering a career in treasury?
Invest in your professional qualifications,  
develop your communication and presentation 
skills, see behind the numbers and have a ‘can 
do’ attitude.
What’s your ultimate career goal?
To become a CFO at some point in my career.
Who is your greatest inspiration and why?
Ted Turner’s autobiography provided me with 
lots of inspiration during the financial crisis. 
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BRIEFING

If you would like to star in our 60-second 
interview slot, email editor@treasurers.org  

Please provide a photo of yourself, your email 
address and telephone number. We won’t 
publish your details – it’s just so we can contact 
you in the event of queries.

60-SECOND INTERV
IEW



ECONOMIC TRENDS
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productivity growth beginning at the time 
of the first Industrial Revolution. The 
first cycle brought about acceleration in 
productivity growth over an approximate 
70-year period that peaked in around 
1870 before a 30-year deceleration 
thereafter. It ended at the turn of the 20th 
century during the middle of the second 
Industrial Revolution. The cycle of the 
20th century followed a similar pattern  
to the 19th, but with much bigger gains  
in productivity and wellbeing.

The most plausible explanation for 
our current period of productivity 

weakness, consistent with economic 
historians’ descriptions of history and 
long-term growth theory, is that we  
are currently in between what might be 
described as productivity super-cycles.

The three-stage productivity super-
cycle can be described as follows: 
(1) Discovery: the cycle starts with  

major breakthroughs in knowledge  
and technology. But entrepreneurs 
struggle to utilise it effectively en masse. 
Although the potential gains from  
such technologies seem enormous,  
the risks and costs are initially too high. 
Productivity growth remains weak.  
(2) Dispersion: eventually, people figure 
out how to utilise the new technologies 
cheaply and implement them widely. As 
old technologies are replaced at a rapid 
pace, progress improves. (3) Decline: 
the primary new technologies are now 
implemented widely. Entrepreneurs 
are simply finding new ways to slightly 
alter or build on the technology. Rates 
of economic improvement begin to slow 
again as late-stage developments yield 
smaller gains than before.

Are we back at stage one again? 
Comparing the Western world’s current 
struggle for productivity gains against the 
ongoing fast rates of discovery in energy, 
artificial intelligence and robotics, to 
name but a few, suggests that we may be 
back at stage one and could be heading 
for stage two with rapid productivity 
advances in a while. 

Between 1700 and 1800, UK real GDP 
per capita increased by 30%. From 1800 
to 1900, it rose by 120%. During the past 
century, real GDP per capita grew by 
a staggering 410%. What will the next 
century bring? History certainly tells 
us to be very, very optimistic. Looking 
back in 100 years’ time, we have every 
reason to believe that the history books 
will summarise our current period of 
frustration to a mere sentence on a page. 

Sluggish productivity may be less cause for alarm than we believe

Why does the developed world seem 
to be stuck in a low-growth gear 
despite ongoing rapid technological 

progress? The rate of productivity growth 
– the major determinant of long-run 
economic growth – has slowed sharply 
since the start of the century. Are fast 
rates of economic growth, the hallmark  
of the 20th century, a thing of the past? 

The so-called ‘productivity puzzle’ 
is probably the most pertinent 
macroeconomic question of our time. 
The most common opposing arguments 
are: (1) yes, ageing populations, a lack of 
investment and too much debt mean we 
are heading for economic sclerosis, a sort 
of Japanification; and (2) no, economic 
growth has not really slowed all that 
much. We simply are not measuring  
it properly. Our traditional methods,  
such as national accounting, do not 
capture the rapid rise in free goods  
and services available – predominantly 
digital technologies. 

But what if both of these explanations 
are wrong? What if, instead, we simply 
have to wait and let economic nature  
take its course? After all, we are not  
in unfamiliar territory. In 1930, British 
economist John Maynard Keynes wrote: 
“It is common to hear people say that  
the epoch of enormous economic 
progress which characterised the 
19th century is over; that the rapid 
improvement in the standard of life  
is now going to slow down.” 

While Keynes rightly predicted the 
major rise in the standard of living during 
the 20th century, with the Western 
world on the eve of World War II and 
still reeling from the disaster of the great 
depression of the 1930s, his quote sums 
up well the sentiment at the time. 

Just as the predictions of long-term 
decline made a century ago turned out  
to be wrong, predictions made nowadays 
of a gloomy future will probably turn out 
to be excessively pessimistic, too. 

Long-term economic data for the 
UK shows two distinct ‘super-cycles’ in 

Kallum Pickering 
is senior UK 
economist at 
Berenberg Bank

Where has all the 
growth gone?

History certainly tells us  
to be very, very optimistic
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Agnes Favillier  
is chair of the ACT 
Future Leaders in 
Treasury group

{ FUTURE LEADERS IN TREASURY }

COMMENT

The past 12 months have 
become synonymous with 
high levels of political 

uncertainty in the Western 
world played out through key 
elections. Some of this event 
risk has materialised, giving  
rise to continued uncertainty 
– Donald Trump’s policies,  
the Brexit divorce process,  
the Conservative minority 
government in the UK – while 
some risks have temporarily 
abated, such as France’s election 
of a centrist, pro-globalisation, 
pro-European president. 

The demographic 
distribution of votes in these 
elections has been interesting, 
especially the difference 
between younger and older 
voters. In the UK, a large 
majority of voters aged 18-24 
voted to remain in the EU (71% 
according to YouGov), while 
the percentage of Remainers 
in other age categories was 
significantly smaller as age 
increased. Looking at the 
demographics in the French 
and UK general elections, 
we can see stark contrasts 
between younger and older 
votes. In France, there was a 
high percentage of abstentions 
among voters under 25.

Political preferences, 
background or social class 
and income aside, for me, 
this clearly demonstrates 
that the younger generation 
has distinctively different 
opinions, expectations and 
aspirations to those of the older 
generations. They see the world 
in a different way and have a 
different vision for the future. 

So it is crucial, in my view, 
for society, organisations, 
professional bodies and all 
other actors of society to 
acknowledge the voice of 

younger people, listen to their 
opinions and accept the value 
they can add to debate in 
society and in the workplace. 
To achieve that, we need to 
ensure that younger people 
have a place where they can 
organise themselves, meet 
and exchange views, ideas, 
experiences, debate and form 
a consensus on what they want 
the future to look like.

To harness this challenge, 
the ACT created the Future 
Leaders in Treasury (FLiT) 
group in May 2016, with the 
following objectives: to build  
a community of younger 
treasury professionals, to 
provide a platform for them  
to network, exchange ideas  
and experiences, and help one 
another, and to develop their 
leadership and communication 
skills with a view to support 
their career development. 

We held several networking 
events last year after launching 
the group. We have also 

younger treasury professionals 
can develop their views as a 
stakeholder group and have 
their voice heard within the 
profession. At a time when 
young people have different 
expectations of what they want 
their world to be, it is very 
important for the ACT and its 
members to demonstrate their 
ability to adapt and to value the 
diversity of views right across 
its membership.

If you want to become a 
member of the group, then 
please do get in touch. FLiT 
is keen to ensure that we are 
representative of younger 
treasury professionals, so the 
more you get involved, the more 
effective our voice can be. 

The concerns of the new generation of treasury professionals
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supported ACT initiatives, such 
as the Ones to Watch held 
annually in September and 
the Deals of the Year Awards 
in February this year. We have 
a LinkedIn group of almost 
200 members, where we share 
articles, thought-leadership 
pieces and interact.

So far, our activities have 
mostly been focused in 
London, but we are keen to 
develop FLiT groups in other 
locations as well. We held  
a drinks event at the Middle 
East Summit in Dubai in 
November 2016, and hope to 
become more involved in the 
summit this year. As the ACT 
has members across the globe, 
we will endeavour to develop 
the FLiT offering for people 
outside the UK. 

As the group becomes more 
established and an integral part 
of the ACT offering to students 
and members, it seems 
natural that it should evolve 
into a channel through which 

FUTURE LEADERS
IN TREASURY
We recognise that the early stages 
of any treasury career need to be 
supported through initiatives to 
help younger members grow. The 
ACT Future Leaders in Treasury 
forum provides an opportunity for 
members in the early stages of their 
career to help shape the profession. 
In addition to contributing to 
research and the development  
of events and articles, the forum 
raises awareness of the ACT’s work 
and the benefits of membership, 
along with fostering a sense of 
community. To join the forum, visit 
www.treasurers.org/futureleaders
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Matthew Steans  
is treasury integration 
manager at Capita  
and a member of the 
ACT’s Future Leaders 
in Treasury group

{ TREASURY TECHNOLOGY }

COMMENT

When are any of the latest 
technology advances 
going to reach a point 

where it is actually worth 
considering implementation? 
Bitcoin this, blockchain  
that, add in some artificial 
intelligence and robotics to get 
a rough and ready summary  
of today’s hot topics. We’ve 
been talking about electronic 
bank account management 
and virtual bank accounts,  
for instance, for a number  
of years, but they’re still not 
fully at a stage where they  
can be widely used by global 
treasury operations.

It does feel like we are 
starting to reach a tipping 
point, however. Looking closely 
at the fintechs that banks have 
within their innovation labs 
and communities provides 
a guide to the innovation 
horizon. Increasingly, we are 
seeing collaborative events  
and seminars with subject 
experts from fintechs. That’s 
progress compared to the days 
when topics were presented  
by people who didn’t 
understand technology, let 
alone the use-case. And it’s  
an evolution that facilitates  
an understanding of how  
new technology can actually 
be used within treasury. 

The key with all advances 
in technology is that we, as 
treasurers, should not have 
to look for giant shifts in the 
way we perform our tasks to 
embrace change and become 
more efficient.

There are a lot of things that 
keep a treasurer awake at night, 
so wouldn’t it be great if we 

could reduce that stress? What 
if we could use dynamic tools 
that are more efficient and 
transparent than just listing 
items in Excel on a daily basis?

What holds us back? Often 
it is the fear around being 

at the bleeding edge. What 
happens if we implement  
a new system only to find it 
functions poorly? Will anyone 
in our treasury function 
remember how to perform  
key tasks manually?

The new school will embrace 
the technology revolution; the 
old school may be reluctant. 
So, how do we actually get 
it done? This is where the 
burning platform theory comes 
in handy – set the old platform 
on fire and make everyone 

plan with buy-in from all 
stakeholders. You only have one 
chance at implementation, so 
do it properly. 

One very effective 
approach to structuring an 
implementation is to use the 
agile methodology. Break  
the project down into small, 
very achievable tasks, set 
weekly or monthly deadlines 
(referred to as ‘sprints’ within 
fintechs) and have regular 
catch-ups to identify any 
blockers. This approach is a  
lot more dynamic compared to 
typical project plans as you get 
regular feedback and delivery 
of software rather than one 
big bang go-live at the end. 
It brings visibility and clear 
ownership. I am a campaigner 
for this in all aspects of work 
and use this methodology with 
standard treasury tasks and 
projects as well.

If you do think an area 
of your treasury should be 
developed or a new technology 
implemented, you’d best get 
on a fast camel, as chances 
are, you’re already behind. 
By the time you implement 
the technology, it may be out 
of date. That’s the central 
risk within this fast-paced 
environment. Ultimately, 
breaking the process down and 
using the agile methodology  
is the best way to get it done.

Good luck out there! 

Breaking through the noise – the time to build a case for new treasury technology is now
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The new school will embrace  
the technology revolution

move to the new. Crises, or 
systemic failures, are prime 
examples of occasions when 
change is forced. However, the 
pace of technological change 
is such that we shouldn’t let 
the possibility of a future crisis 
be the deciding factor when 
it comes to implementing 
innovative technology. The 
dangers of clinging to out-of-
date approaches should be 
self-evident and should prompt 
change. What does this actually 
mean? It is about detailing 
the shortcomings of the 
current platform and proving 
the benefits of the new. Cost 
savings and error reductions are 
easy to highlight. This exercise 
is similar to a cost-benefit 
analysis – with a bit more  
of a kick. 

Once appropriate parties give 
their approval, implementing 
any type of new technology 
requires a well-thought-out 
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Kate Moorcroft, group treasurer at 
housebuilder Barratt Developments, 
describes herself as someone who 

has simply always wanted to work. She 
joined Coventry Building Society at 18  
as a cashier and worked her way up very 
quickly to mortgage adviser. The next 
steps on the ladder, however, were to work 
towards becoming a branch manager,  
a move that didn’t really appeal. Looking  
for a new post internally, she noticed  
that a trainee place had come up in the 
Midlands’ building society treasury 
function. “It looked to me like a career 
path, which was what I wanted,” she says.

A career path was exactly what it turned 
out to be. Moorcroft applied for the 
role, was accepted and began benefiting 
straight away from the broad experience 
treasury offered. Pre-financial crisis, the 
treasury function had a front, middle 
and back office, and Moorcroft enjoyed 
the dealing side in particular. The credit 
crunch, while testing for the financial 
sector as a whole, proved particularly 
interesting. “Just seeing all the different 
situations play out was fascinating. 
Moody’s and Fitch downgraded Coventry, 
which was bad news for the business,  
but interesting to see.”

Formative years
After 11 years at the building society, 
ultimately as senior manager to a dealing 
team of two within group treasury, 
Moorcroft could see that staying put 
was unlikely to yield much more in the 
way of useful experience. “A job came 
up for a treasury manager at National 
Express, which I was convinced I wasn’t 
going to get,” she says. She did secure the 
role, however, and found herself joining 
National Express just as the transport 

company was in the process of moving its 
entire finance function from London to 
Birmingham. That gave Moorcroft and the 
woman who hired her, the then deputy 
group treasurer Michelle Dovey (see The 
Treasurer, March 2015, page 24), a clean 
sheet in terms of setting up a brand-new 
operation. “This was great for me, because 
we were revisiting everything, looking at 
policies and procedures. I learnt so much,” 
she says.

Both Moorcroft and Dovey were 
newcomers to National Express, getting to 
know the business from scratch. National 
Express is global, with operations in the 
US and Spain, which provided a steep 
learning curve. “I hadn’t done much FX 
dealing previously and there was also fuel 
hedging to master, but learning on the 
job was the best way; it makes you ask 
questions,” she says.

From that point, Moorcroft progressed 
steadily, completing the AMCT she had 
begun work on at Coventry Building 
Society. Moving to a non-financial 
corporate helped to consolidate the 
syllabus, since it provided a very different 
environment. “As soon as I moved to 
National Express, the AMCT all slotted 
into place. I went through every exam, 
with no exemptions, but that provided 
a solid start in treasury. The corporate 
finance and funding elements have  
proved so relevant to the role I am  
in now.”

Moorcroft continues to find the AMCT 
useful in her day-to-day life. She also 
prizes her interaction with the ACT.  
The Conference and Annual Dinner are 
useful networking opportunities, she  
says, and the AMCT is a massive tick  
in the box when it comes to recruiting.  
“Two of my recruits at National Express, 

Kate Moorcroft’s year as group treasurer at Barratt 
Developments has been an eventful one, with a US 
private placement completed and a wide-ranging  

cash management review under way
Words: Liz Loxton / Photos: Louise Haywood-Schiefer

 FROM THE 
GROUND UP

BARRATT IN 
NUMBERS  

17,395
total number of completions 

(including joint ventures) for the 
financial year ending June 2017

20%
proportion of completions in the 

affordable housing sector

£765m
expected profits before tax 

Five stars
recognition from the Home  

Builders Federation

5.9%
the increase in the total average 

selling price per unit on completions
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Michael Payne and Charley Edwards, are 
also previous Ones to Watch participants,” 
she says.

Stepping up
In 2012, Moorcroft was promoted to 
assistant treasurer at National Express and 
deputy group treasurer, in 2014. Dovey 
left the company in 2015 to take up the 
role of group treasurer at publishing and 
information group Informa. At that point, 
National Express was left without a group 
treasurer. Moorcroft stepped into the role 
as an interim for 10 months. It was clearly 
a pivotal move that left her well placed for 
her next role as group treasurer at FTSE 
100 Barratt Developments.

At Barratt, Moorcroft’s main 
considerations are funding strategy, 
supporting the divisions in land 
purchases, and managing relationships 
with banks and sureties. The housebuilder 
buys land throughout the financial 
year, preferably on deferred terms, and 
receives funds once houses are completed 
and sold. It operates a large revolving 
credit facility (RCF) and issues bonds 
and guarantees to support the land-
purchasing and site-development process. 

Moorcroft works with regional FDs 
on land purchases that require specialist 

input on the guarantee front to ensure 
that all purchases are counterbalanced 
with sensible provisioning. “When we 
are purchasing land, we aim to secure 
attractive deferred payment terms. In 
some cases, we give security in the form  
of a parental guarantee, legal charge over 
the land or a bank guarantee. For any form 
of bond guarantee, I will use a bank or 
surety company.” 

Development
Moorcroft places a premium on training 
and developing her team, so that whatever 
she is working on she can bring them 
in. Currently, she has two permanent 
members of staff, treasury manager 
Vijay Chavda, and a treasury assistant, 
Sukhjinder Giran. She has recently 
brought in a graduate on a 12-month 
fixed contract to help support the team 
while they work on a cash management 
project, the aim of which is to assess and 
ultimately consolidate Barratt’s bank 
accounts. Bringing in a graduate rather 
than a consultant will give the team 
valuable experience. “That way, the team 
can still manage the project. I could have 
appointed someone more senior or a 
treasury professional from outside, but 
I didn’t want to take that development 
opportunity away from the team,” she says.

Moorcroft also supports two younger 
treasury professionals outside Barratt via 
the ACT’s Mentor Me programme, having 
heard another mentor speak at the 2016 
Cash Management Conference. “If I can 
help support anyone who is looking to 
have a treasury career, that seems to me to 
be worthwhile. Seeing how people develop 
gives me so much pride. Michelle Dovey 
informally mentored me from day one, so 
I know how valuable it is to have someone 
there to provide help and support.”

The initial stage of the cash 
management project is data capture. The 
company uses the four clearing banks.  
“It would help us to smooth out processes 

KATE’S CV
2016-present

Group treasurer, 
Barratt Developments

2014-2016
Deputy group treasurer, 

National Express

2012-2014
Assistant treasurer, 
National Express

2010-2012
Treasury manager, 
National Express

1999-2010
Various roles, 

Coventry Building Society

“If I can help support anyone 
who is looking to have a 

treasury career, that seems 
to me to be worthwhile”
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Liz Loxton is editor of The Treasurer

TOP TIPS FOR 
OTHER TREASURERS

1

Building a strong team around you is 
so important. Even if you give 100% 

and do the best you can, if your team 
doesn’t share your enthusiasm, passion 
and future ambitions for treasury, it will 

be very difficult to succeed. Training, 
development and being a supportive 
boss is the key to building a talented  
and successful treasury department.

2

I don’t have an accounting background 
and I didn’t go to university, so the AMCT 

was a very important qualification for  
me. It has given me a foundation on 

which to build my treasury career, as it 
covers such a broad spectrum of topics.  
I don’t believe I would have been able  
to progress to the role I am in without  

the AMCT. 
3

I’m sure I’m not the only one who will 
say this, but my favourite gadget has got 

to be my iPhone. I don’t go anywhere 
without it; I organise my whole life on it!

4

Never give up, believe in yourself and 
ask questions, lots of them! There is so 
much to learn in treasury, I can honestly 
say I am learning all the time, whether 
it be new regulations, new projects or 

keeping on top of market and company 
information. The key is to ask questions – 

it’s the only way to learn. 
5

I always try to give 100% in everything  
I do – I am very lucky to say that  

I love my job and I always strive to do 
things to the best of my ability. I am 

continuously looking at ways to develop 
my knowledge and skills. 

6

The best way to wind down after a 
stressful day is to take my dog for a 

countryside walk with my husband and 
follow that with a well-deserved glass of 
wine. I enjoy sitting in my garden with 
some music on and talking through the 
day with my husband. It’s definitely a 

good stress reliever.

and accounts, but we have 27 divisions, 
with more than 400 users of online 
banking, so there are quite a lot of  
end users.”

Gaining buy-in from those divisions  
will be key to the project’s outcome. “A key 
precept is for everyone to understand why 
you’re doing the project. We need to learn 
what they want from those banks,” she 
says. “We might have to change the set-up 
they’re used to working to – but hopefully 
we’ll end up with a more streamlined 
framework,” she says. From an anti-fraud 
point of view, reducing the number 
of bank accounts and streamlining 
processes is the sensible course. “We did 
look at going to just one bank, but given 
the nature of our business in that our 
customers are buying their dream homes, 
if there was an issue with the one bank,  
we need to make sure we have back-up.”

Funding 
While Moorcroft has only been with 
Barratt a short time, she hasn’t lost any 
time in gaining valuable experience 
herself. Last December, she carried out 
an amend-and-extend on the RCF, and in 
May, she completed a private placement  
in the US market, the first time she has 
taken the leading role in raising debt. 

Barratt Developments has used the  
US private placement market previously, 
and this route helps it to diversify its 
funding sources. An existing facility 
of $80m that the company wanted to 
refinance was due to expire in August. 
Nevertheless, Moorcroft began by 
reviewing the options to ensure this  
was the correct route this time.

As Barratt isn’t currently rated, the 
public bond market wasn’t attractive. 
Securing a rating for a one-off  
transaction didn’t seem like a good use  
of resources. “We looked at a public bond, 
a schuldschein in the German private 
placement market, and at the banks. 
However, we know private placement 
investors well; they have always been 
supportive,” she says. “We decided that it 
was the right market, but Barratt hasn’t 
issued in that market for around 10 years 
and not many housebuilders use it. We 
had two banks as agents on the deal.” 

The private placement is also 
comparable on a security basis. “We  
have covenants within the RCF and the 
same covenants in the private placement, 
so it’s no more onerous. And we do, very 
much, work on a relationship basis.”

The transaction was highly successful. 
Planning and preparation were key as 
was promotional activity, spearheaded by 
CEO David Thomas, as private placements 
need international buy-in. The company 
conducted a roadshow in the UK and an 
investor call in the US. Ultimately, Barratt 
raised £200m against a target of £100m on 
a 10-year tenor with a coupon of 2.77%, 
compared to 7.50% last time. 

Fundraising aside, Moorcroft is keen 
to ensure that treasury provides solid 
support to other divisions in the company, 
particularly around banking and land 
purchases. The regions are required to 
report and forecast each month so that 
treasury can ensure there is sufficient 
coverage for their needs from a bonds 
point of view. “I want treasury to give 
something back to the divisions, so we  
are looking at the feedback we can give,” 
she says.

Future planning
Looking ahead, the housebuilder is in 
good shape. It has just released a trading 
update, announcing more than 17,300 
completions and the purchase of nearly 
£1bn of land. The company has net cash  
of £720m. “Due to the levels of cash we are 
holding, counterparty risk and credit risk 
are a big area of focus for us, so making 
sure bank creditworthiness is being 
monitored closely is important.”

As yet, Brexit is not causing too many 
headaches. “We’ve had the highest level 
of completions for nine years, we have 
a strong balance sheet and record order 
book of forward sales. In the event of 
challenges, we’re in a good position,”  
she says.

Barratt can be confident of its 
treasury function providing solid 
support going forward. 
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TREASURERS ARE EXPECTED TO TAKE THE LONG VIEW AND 
OFFER OPINION AND ANALYSIS OF THE TRENDS AND RISKS THEIR 
ORGANISATIONS FACE NOW AND MUCH FURTHER AHEAD. WE ASKED 
THE ACT’S FUTURE LEADERS IN TREASURY GROUP ABOUT THE 
ISSUES LOOMING LARGE FOR THEM. THIS IS WHAT THEY TOLD US…

PREDICTIVE 
POWERS
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GEOPOLITICAL RISK

Yannis Lefas
Assistant treasurer – 
banking & operations, 
GasLog 

Treasurers are 
increasingly risk 

managers on a spinning globe – a rapidly 
changing world – and have surely 
been asked by their boards or CFOs to 
comment on the impact their companies 
could face via liquidity, as well as foreign 
currency, interest rate or commodity price 
fluctuations via non-financial events. 

We don’t have to look far for 
geopolitical instability: Trump’s 
presidency based on a dubious campaign, 
the vote for Brexit in the UK and Theresa 
May’s early elections in the shadow of the 
London and Manchester terrorist attacks, 
the rising power of Marine Le Pen and the 
relief, to many, of Emmanuel Macron’s 
win in France, as well as the change in 
relationships in Asia-Pacific and the 
Middle East. Rivalries between world 
powers seem to grow continuously, such 
as those between China, Japan and South 
Korea in the South and East China Seas, 
and in Russia’s growing assertiveness in 
peripheral countries and in Syria.

Treasurers need to step out of their 
comfort zone, of analysing data and 
patterns, and try to predict the volatility 
caused by major events. No central bank 
intervention or economic indicator 
outcome could shake markets as much  
as Trump’s stance on climate change  
or the Brexit negotiations, for example.  
So any treasury team should have  
the expertise to see ahead of such  
political events. 

With frequent updates to our board  
and senior management, we adjusted  
our foreign currency strategy to protect 
the company from fluctuations for the 
coming year. Similarly, exploiting the 
presence of liquidity, when available,  
we ensured sufficient funding sources  
for our company’s growth. 

An easy-to-comprehend idea would  
be to cluster economic drivers in three 
main buckets: structural (floating 
currencies, persistent deficits, deflation); 
cyclical (economic growth, interest 
rates, terms of trade); and political 

(international relations, election results, 
war tensions, coups) and communicate 
the significance of the impact of each 
category. Changes in cyclical measures  
will hardly have vital impact, while 
structural or political changes could  
easily lead to exceeded thresholds.

Peter Walsh
Senior associate in the 
treasury & commodities 
group, PwC

Geopolitics 
has become 

more relevant both to organisations 
operating across economic markets 
and domestically. We live in a highly 
interconnected world, where the 
increasing efficiency of information 
transfer means the repercussions of 
geopolitical events has never affected  
so many, so quickly.

These impacts can be short-lived 
and reactionary in nature, something 
that corporates need to manage along 
with longer-term shifts where strategic 
choices are to be made. Most recently, 
political events creating FX volatility 
impacting import and export structures 
have been centre stage. Another example 
is the impact on investor appetite for the 
extractive industries in the face of any 

political consensus, such as the Paris 
Accord on Climate Change. 

As a result, we’ve seen increased 
engagement with clients who are 
reviewing or considering hedging 
strategies both to mitigate and take 
advantage of change. Reviews of FX 
strategies to better manage consolidated 
profit-and-loss volatility are common. 
We have also seen commodity producers 
investing in trading functions to boost 
future profits.

Also, in response, regulators are forcing 
corporates to report increased credit risk. 
The new financial instruments standard 
IFRS 9 incorporates probability of future 
events into impairment assessments.

For me, treasury’s function is key. 
By identifying geopolitical risks and 
monitoring stress indicators, treasury 
can create more resilience in terms of 
liquidity and debt/equity structure, and 
contribute strategically through group-
wide forecasting.

There is no doubt technology with 
improving performance data and 
advancements in analytics and modelling 
will better enable decision-making in  
the future.

Although geopolitical uncertainty is 
significant, the opportunities it presents 
make it a very interesting time for 
corporate treasury.

INSIGHT
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Joe Scattergood 
Assistant treasurer, 
Britvic 

I have looked  
at geopolitical  
risk from the 

perspective of the company I work for. 
The bribery investigations in Brazil 
significantly weakened the Brazilian  
real and impacted the results of our 
Brazilian business. 

The challenging political and 
economic environment, and the resulting 
uncertainty, continues to impact 
consumer confidence and all businesses 
operating there. Expanding into emerging 
markets, which are generally more 
unstable politically and economically, 
brings risks that must be absorbed into 
the business. You can’t hedge everything.

There have always been geopolitical 
risks, but it does seem that, after Trump 
and Brexit, the risks are relatively high  
in the current environment. The increase  
in uncertainty created by such events  
is damaging to businesses, making  
it impossible to forecast and creating  
a reluctance to invest. This is a major 
contributor to the lack of any  
productivity growth and can only  
have a negative impact on business  
and the global economy.

From a treasury perspective, this 
uncertainty presents a good opportunity. 
Inevitably, treasury will experience 
more pressure and scrutiny on risk 
management, including FX and interest-
rate hedging, long-term cash forecasting, 
etc, and will have to tighten up policy 
and look again at protection levels. But 
this increases treasury’s prominence in 
the business. Indeed, there has been an 
increase in other departments consulting 
with treasury, along with invites from 
the executive to discuss and be directly 
involved in strategic discussions regarding 
geopolitical risks. This can only be a good 
thing for the profession.

But how can treasury make a real 
impact on how the business handles 
geopolitical risk? We must be proactive; 
hold specific events for company 
executives, ask the questions, get 
involved. But keep it simple. Do not over-
complicate the risk or the recommended 
response to it. Communication in the 
business is key and fostering relationships 
with other departments, such as M&A 

and tax, may highlight geopolitical 
risks that treasury would not otherwise 
become aware of.

DIVERSITY 

Anissa Teemul
Treasury and 
investments, National 
Investment Corporation 

A consistently 
conscious effort 

and commitment by management is 
required not only to promote diversity, 
but to ensure it becomes embedded in the 
DNA of the organisation. The benefits of 
diversity are simple to understand with 
a powerful impact on an organisation’s 
success. Diversity stimulates a culture 
that promotes varied perspectives along 
with ideas and discussions that foster 
greater innovation and efficiency. It also 
promotes tolerance and understanding 
among people as they are exposed to 
working with colleagues from various 
backgrounds. Hence, diversity in the 
workplace encourages the breakdown  
of stereotypes that can transcend beyond 
the workplace.

The best person for the job should be 
sought no matter their gender, religion 
or race. While companies have been 
doing more to promote gender diversity 
particularly, it is evident that there is 
still a lack of women in treasury. This 
can be observed at conferences and the 
participation in panel discussions. It is 

necessary to promote the rise of women  
in treasury to ensure balance and create  
a mixture of concepts and ideas. 

With millennials expected to dominate 
the workforce in the coming years, 
generally attitudes have begun to shift 
from being work-centric to more liberal 
and socially conscious views. The rise of 
social media during this generation has 
also facilitated a need for collaborative 
skills and more global organisations. With 
the new wave of millennials demanding  
a team environment and valuing diversity 
in the workplace, a positive outlook for the 
future of diversity is rapidly approaching.

INFRASTRUCTURE

Joe Hazell
Treasury analyst,  
The Housing 
Finance Corporation 

Housing continues  
to be a key topic 

in 2017. This is due in no small part to 
the tragedy that was witnessed on the 
Grenfell estate in London. It is too early  
to know the full extent of regulatory 
changes that will need to be enacted  
on high-rise properties. But it is 
quite clear that the financial impact 
these changes will bring, will mean 
ramifications for landlords, and 
specifically their treasury teams.

Landlords will now be facing 
unforecasted expenditure, due to the 
costs of inspecting and refurbishing 

It will be interesting to 
see how the payments 

landscape develops the 
interaction between 

banks and the fintechs
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existing residential properties. This will, 
of course, have an impact on cash flow. 
Added to this, is the additional cash-
flow threat of a loss of rental income 
not only due to residents moving to safe 
accommodation while remedial works are 
undertaken, but also due to a reduction 
in demand for such properties. Falling 
demand could also affect the ability of a 
landlord to satisfy any existing covenants 
with lenders in regards to metrics such  
as EBITDA. It could also impact upon  
the ability of landlords or a mortgagee  
in possession to dispose of such 
properties and the value at which any 
such sale is undertaken. 

Overall, the additional threats that 
have now been highlighted are potentially 
enormous for landlords and will impact 
their cash flows in the next year and 
potentially beyond. 

How does this affect the company 
I’m working for? The Housing Finance 
Corporation is currently monitoring the 
situation in regards to its underlying 
borrowers. We will continue to review  
the situation and the impact on 
properties charged to us.

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Goncalo Mateus
EMEA treasury,  
AIG 

There are three 
undeniable facts:  
the world’s 

population is growing; its ageing 
population is growing; and, in a few  
years, the most populous countries  
will be today’s developing economies.

So what does it mean for treasury? 
As incomes from people in developing 
countries rise, the most populous 
countries will also be the most revenue-
generating ones for companies, overtaking 
today’s developed markets. Companies 
have to take these markets very seriously 
to stay competitive and grow – and 
sooner rather than later. However, most 

multinationals and SMEs seem reluctant 
in the face of challenges of doing business 
in these markets. Treasurers have to 
be proactive and provide confidence to 
the board by gaining expertise in these 
countries’ banking and payment systems, 
legal and regulatory frameworks, as well 
as their risk profiles.

Population growth and an ageing 
population will undoubtedly increase 
pressure on resources – natural, food 
and societal. In turn, many countries will 
have to change their economic models 
– targeting sustainability and increasing 
taxes. It will also lead to a rise in 
migration, which itself will create political 
risks and may isolate markets because, as 
we’ve seen, migration prompts a rise in 
populist politics and protest.

These changes will bring many great 
opportunities, but financial and business 
risks will be higher than ever.

 NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Ian Cooper
Deputy group 
treasurer, 3i 

Enhanced 
technologies 
alongside improved 

processes have assisted in creating lean 
treasury teams in recent years, like we 
have at 3i. I expect improved technologies 
and processes will continue to create 
efficiencies. It’s hard to imagine how the 
current roles could be replaced by a robot, 
at least in the medium term, however. 
More generally, those in treasury with 
higher skills and qualifications should  
be less under threat.

Artificial intelligence is already 
being utilised effectively in the asset-
management industry, so I expect there 
will be opportunities for it to be used by 
treasurers in cash-investment products, 
such as money market funds.

Other innovations, such as those 
using blockchain technology, have 
significant potential. It will be particularly 

interesting to see how the payments 
landscape develops the interaction 
between banks and the fintechs.

Given the conservative nature of many 
treasury functions, I expect any new 
innovations to be implemented quite 
slowly, and anticipate experiences and 
thoughts will be shared through forums 
such as the ACT. 

CYBERSECURITY

Amrit Raj
Treasury accountant, 
Heathrow Airport 

Cyber risks are 
all around us and 
growing more 

prevalent. In an ideal world, we wouldn’t 
have to concern ourselves with hackers. 
However, by and large, this is a threat 
we can manage. Corporates, providing 
they are in a position to devote sufficient 
resource to cybersecurity, have it within 
their gift to keep this particular risk  
under control.

My view is that the first line of defence 
is a strong control environment that 
most organisations maintain: strong 
segregation of duties and strict controls. 
Ongoing risk assessments, such as 
working with a probability and impact 
matrix, disaster-recovery protocols and 
engagement with in-house IT, are a must.

The second line of defence lies with 
individuals. Technology has to be used 
sensibly. Strict password controls and 
strong housekeeping rules need to be 
embedded across an organisation. 

Ethical hackers can be contracted to  
test the robustness of treasury systems 
and other critical sites. 

Most of all, we, as corporate treasurers, 
need to keep the issue on the agenda and 
not allow our collective guard to go down. 
Controls work best when everyone keeps 
to them. 

 With thanks to all our contributors.

Diversity in the workplace encourages 
the breakdown of stereotypes that 
can transcend beyond the workplace
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AS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND ROBOTICS EVOLVE, THE TASKS 
THEY CAN COMPLETE GROW IN SCALE. RICHARD WATSON EXPLAINS 

HOW HUMAN QUALITIES WILL KEEP THIS TECHNOLOGY 
FROM TAKING OVER PROFESSIONAL LIFE

Are you worried that your job could 
be eaten by a robot or consumed by  
a computer? If so, then read on…

A recent Pew Research Center study 
found that two-thirds of Americans 
believe that in 50 years’ time, robots and 
computers will ‘probably’ or ‘definitely’ 
be performing most of the work currently 
done by humans. However, 80% also 
believed that their own profession will 
‘probably’ or ‘definitely’ be safe. 

Putting to one side the obvious 
inconsistency, how might we ensure that 
our jobs, and those of our children, are 
safe in the future? Are there any particular 
professions, skills or behaviours that will 
ensure that we are gainfully employed 
until we decide that we no longer want  
to be? Indeed, is there anything we do 
that artificial intelligence (AI) can’t, no 
matter how clever we get at designing 
such technologies? 

To answer all of these questions,  
we should first delve into what it is  
that robots, AI, automated systems  
and computers generally do today and 

then speculate in an informed manner 
about what they might be capable of in 
distant tomorrows. 

A robot is often defined as an artificial 
or automated agent that’s programmed 
to complete a series of rule-based 
tasks. Originally, robots were used for 
dangerous or unskilled jobs, but they 
are increasingly being used to replace 
people when people are absent, unskilled 
or in short supply. This is broadly true 
with all automated systems. They, too, 
are programmed to acquire data, make 
decisions or solve problems based upon 
rule-based logic. Not surprisingly, 
machines such as these are tailor-made 
for repetitive tasks, such as industrial 
manufacturing or for beating humans  
at rule-based games, such as chess or Go. 
They can be taught to drive cars, which 
is another rule-based activity, although 
self-driving cars do run into one problem, 
which is humans not consistently 
following the same logical rules. 

Reflecting on the impact of all this 
on the treasury profession specifically, 

FUTURE-PROOF

many tasks are already largely automated 
and influenced by AI: electronic trading 
(especially in FX, commodities and 
equities), payments and settlements, 
book-keeping and accounting, and risk 
monitoring among them.

If we look at key functions and 
the structure of a typical treasury 
department, the areas most likely  
to see an impact are elements of the  
front, middle and back office, plus  
the accounting function. Very little  
of the back office role is unaffected by 
automation, for instance. What is unlikely 
to be replaced, however, is the role of  
the back office team itself, which is 
effectively a level of control within the 
payment and settlement process. The 
back office of 20 years from now may run 
to just one or two people, supervising 
systems and controls, and intervening 
when things go wrong.

RULE-BASED TASKS
The key phrase in all this is ‘rule-based’. 
Robots, computers and automated 

HOW TO

YOUR CAREER
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systems have to be programmed by 
humans with certain endpoints or 
outcomes in mind. At least that’s been 
true historically. Machine learning now 
means that machines can be left to 
invent their own rules based on observed 
pattern recognition. In other words, 
machines can now learn from experience. 
In the future, it’s even possible that 
robots, AIs and other technologies will 
be released into ‘the wild’ and begin to 
learn for themselves through human 
interaction and direct experience of their 
environment, much in the same way that 
our children learn. 

Having said this, at the moment it’s 
tricky for a robot to make you a cup of tea, 
let alone bring it upstairs and persuade 
you to drink it. Specialist or niche robots 
are one thing, but a universally useful 
or general robot is something that’s still 
firmly stuck in science fiction. 

That’s the good news. No robot is about 
to eat your job, especially if it’s a skilled 
or professional job, any time soon. Much 
the same can be said of AI. Despite what 
you might read in the newspapers (still 
largely written by humans despite the 
appearance of story-writing robots), many 
jobs are highly nuanced and intuitive. 
Many, if not most, also involve dealing 
with people on some level. 

This means that a great many jobs are 
hard to fully automate or digitalise. Any 
job that can be subtly different each time 
it’s done or requires a certain level of 
aesthetic appreciation or lateral thought 
is hard to automate, too. 

So, treasury functions that rely on 
human interaction, adaptability and 
judgement calls – corporate finance, 
capital markets and commercial treasury 
roles among them – are therefore hard  
to imagine as ready territory for robotic  
or AI interventions.

For instance, while the preparatory 
work around representing the financial 
position of a company prior to raising 
debt could be automated, the negotiation, 
pricing and execution relies too much on 
human persuasiveness.

Similarly, treasury professionals with 
a remit to provide strategic support 
to their organisations, offering expert 
perspectives on FX or commodity risk 
across the business, for instance, are 
unlikely to be at risk.

DISINTERMEDIATION 
There is some bad news for workforces in 
general, though. Quite a bit of it, in fact. 
An enormous number of current jobs, 
especially low-skilled jobs, require none 
of these things. If a job is rigidly rule-
based or depends upon the application of 
knowledge based upon fixed conventions, 
then it’s ripe for digital disintermediation. 
So, by the way, is any job that consists 
of inputting data into a computer. This 
probably sounds like low-level data-entry 
jobs, such as clerks and cashiers, which it 
is, but looking at the wider world of work, 
it’s also accountants, financial planners, 
paralegals, pilots, surgeons and aspects  
of law enforcement. 

Whether you should be optimistic or 
pessimistic about all this really depends 
upon two things: first, do you like dealing 
with people? And second, do you believe 
that people should be in charge?

Of course, this is all a little bit linear. 
Yes, robots are reliable and relatively 
inexpensive compared to people, but 
people can go on strike and governments 
can intervene to ensure that certain 
industries or professions are protected. 
An idle population can cause trouble, too.

Demographic trends suggest that 
workforces around the world are shrinking, 
due to declining fertility, so unless the 
level of workplace automation is quite 
significant, the biggest problem we could 
have is finding and retaining enough 
talented workers, although perhaps this is 
precisely where the robots come in. Robots 
won’t be replacing anyone directly, but will 
simply take up the slack where humans 
are absent or otherwise unobtainable.

Looking at the world more widely, let’s 
assume for a moment that AI and robotics 
really do disrupt employment and vast 
numbers of people are thrown out of 

work. In this case, which professions are 
the safest and how might you ensure that 
it’s someone else’s job that’s eaten by 
robots before yours? 

The science fiction writer Isaac Asimov 
said that: “The lucky few who can be 
involved in creative work of any sort will 
be the true elite of mankind, for they alone 
will do more than serve a machine.” This 
sounds like poets, painters and musicians, 
which it is, but it’s also scientists, 
engineers, lawyers, doctors, architects, 
finance professionals and anyone else 
that works with fluid problems and 
seeks original solutions. Equally, anyone 
working with ideas that they need to sell 
to other people should be safe. Being 
personable and persuasive will remain 
highly sought-after qualities, as will the 
ability to motivate people using narratives 
as well as, or instead of, numbers. 

In terms of actual professions, that’s a 
much harder question to answer, not least 
because some of the safest jobs could be 
new ones thrown up by developments 
in computing, robotics, digitisation and 
virtualisation. Nevertheless, it’s highly 
unlikely that humans will stop having 
interpersonal and social needs, and even 
more unlikely that the delivery of all these 
needs will be within the reach of even the 
most flexible robots. The most desirable 
outcome, and it’s also the most likely 
in my view, is that we will learn to work 
alongside our new machines, not against 
them. We will design machines that find 
it easy to do the things we find tiresome, 
hard or repetitive, and they will use us  
to invent the questions that we want  
our machines to answer. 

Richard Watson is a 
futurist, speaker and 
author
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AGEING POPULATIONS WILL HAVE PROFOUND EFFECTS 
ON FISCAL POLICY, AS FRANCES COPPOLA EXPLAINS

AGE 
CONCERN

 Elderly people have always 
depended on younger people  
to support them when they are  

no longer able to work. In primitive 
societies, parents provide for children, 
who, in their turn, provide for elderly 
parents. In more advanced societies, 
working-age adults provide for both 
children and elderly. This is known  
as the ‘social contract’. 

The social contract works well when 
the proportion of young and old in the 
population is relatively stable. Over 
the generations, the cost to workers 
of supporting the young and the old 
remains approximately the same: no one 
loses out relative to older people, and 
although those born later benefit from 
the march of progress, people accept this 
because they want their children to have 
better lives than they did themselves. 

But now, the proportion of elderly 
people in the population is rising. More 
people are living well into old age than 
ever before, and birth rates have fallen 
below the population-replacement rate 
of approximately 2.1 children per woman.

Ageing societies
Currently, according to Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) figures, Japan 
is the ‘oldest’ country. In 2015, there 
were about 47 over-65s for every 100 
working-age adults; by 2075, the ratio 
of over-65s to working-age adults (the 
‘old-age dependency ratio’) will be 77%. 
European countries are not far behind: 
by 2075, the old-age dependency ratio 
will be 76% in Portugal, 66% in Germany 
and over 50% in the UK.

Many developing nations are ageing 
fast, too. South Korea has one of the 
fastest-ageing populations on Earth: 
according to the OECD, by 2075,  
there will be 80 over-65s for every 100 
working-age adults. Its birth rate has 
fallen so low it has become a matter  
of national concern.1 And China’s 
one-child family policy backfired 
spectacularly, turning a nation with  
a fast-growing population into a nation 
with a fast-ageing population in a  
single generation. Latin America is 
ageing fast, too: by 2075, the ratio 
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of over-65s to working-age adults is 
projected to rise to 60% in Brazil and 
47% in Argentina. Chile and Mexico, 
currently the youngest countries in the 
OECD, will also see the proportion of the 
elderly in their populations rise to about 
60% of working-age adults by 2075.

Australia, Canada, New Zealand and 
the US have slightly younger populations 
because of immigration, but here, 
too, the trend is upwards: by 2075, the 
OECD predicts that the dependency 
ratio in these countries will have risen 
to about 50%. Only India, South Africa, 
and sub-Saharan Africa will still have 
predominantly young populations.

The world is becoming middle-aged. 
And the consequences will be profound. 

Spending and investment habits
Traditional models of the economy 
assume a predominantly young 
population, which prefers spending to 
saving, and will borrow for consumption 
on the rational assumption that they 
can repay the borrowing in the future. 
Inflation is the principal risk in such an 
economy. The entry of the young ‘baby 
boomers’ into the workforce in the 1970s 
is thought to have contributed to the 
high inflation at that time.2

But people near the end of their 
working lives are credit constrained, since 
they cannot earn enough to repay new 
borrowing. Their spending, therefore,  
is limited by their current income.

People near the end of their working 
lives also tend to have accumulated 
wealth, which provides them with income 
in retirement. However, since they don’t 
know when they will die, they tend to be 
reluctant to draw on their capital. They 
would rather restrict spending. 

Thus, persistent demand deficiency 
resulting in stubbornly low inflation  
is likely to be characteristic of an  
ageing economy. This is already  
Japan’s experience. 

There may also be persistently low 
growth. Investment in risky enterprises is 
essential for a vibrant economy, but it is 
a young person’s game, since early losses 
can be more than compensated by later 
successes. Older people tend to be risk-
averse, since they have little time left to 

recover from losses. Investment portfolios 
could, therefore, become increasingly 
skewed towards low-risk assets and 
passive investing as the population  
ages. Additionally, productivity could 
decline, since people tend to become  
less productive as they grow older. 

The economic effects  
of an ageing population
In an ageing society, therefore, low 
growth and low inflation could become 
the norm. Persistently low growth 
and inflation imply persistently low 
interest rates. But this presupposes a 
population that borrows to consume 
and takes risk in investment. When 
large numbers of people are saving like 
crazy, unwilling to borrow and relying on 
investment income, low interest rates are 
deflationary. Maintaining demand in an 
ageing population could therefore mean 
higher, not lower, interest rates. 

An ageing population has serious 
implications for fiscal finances. 
Currently, governments rely mainly 
on income taxes to fund the pensions 
and healthcare needed by the old. 
This makes sense in a predominantly 
young population, where workers 
far outnumber the elderly. But as the 
proportion of elderly in relation to 
workers grows, funding public services 
at current levels would mean ever larger 
deductions from labour income. This 
would make it increasingly difficult for 
workers to establish homes and families 
or save for their own retirements. 

Cutting government spending to keep 
income taxes at politically acceptable 
levels could be very difficult. Rationing 
critical services, such as healthcare, has 
unpleasant welfare consequences. And, 
as The Economist noted, many older 
people wrongly believe they have ‘paid 
for’ the benefits and healthcare they 
expect to receive in old age, and fiercely 
oppose any attempt to cut them back.3 
In a democracy where the population 
is weighted towards the old, therefore, 
policies to make the benefits of the old 
affordable for the young could simply  
be voted down. 

Raising indirect taxes is problematic, 
too, since people are likely to cut back 

spending in response. When Japan raised 
its sales tax in 2014, demand slumped. 

One solution might be to tax wealth, 
since an ageing population has abundant 
capital, but is income-poor at all ages. 
However, this could be politically 
difficult. The Conservative party’s plan 
to claw back the cost of social care from 
property wealth is widely believed to 
have cost it the 2017 general election.4 

Whatever form of taxation is adopted, 
it seems likely that the combination 
of rising spending on pensions and 
healthcare, coupled with poor GDP 
growth, will raise debt-to-GDP ratios 
in most countries significantly, raising 
the prospect of a buyer’s strike or 
unsustainably high borrowing costs. To 
mitigate this risk, some economists say 
that countries with ageing populations 
should monetise fiscal debt and deficits.5

Monetisation is widely feared, because 
it can cause very high inflation. But 
monetisation of deficits in a demand-
deficient economy is unlikely to cause 
inflation to spiral out of control; indeed, 
it could enable the higher interest rates 
that older people need.6

There may be other options, too. But 
one thing seems clear: maintaining the 
social contract in a middle-aged world 
will require policymakers to cast aside 
cherished beliefs, rethink traditional 
models and slaughter sacred cows. 

Frances Coppola
writes and speaks 
about banking, finance 
and economics

1 ‘South Korea’s plan to rank towns by fertility 
rate backfires’, New York Times, www.nytimes.
com/2016/12/30/world/asia/south-korea-fertility-
birth-map.html
2 ‘“Global greying” could mean getting used to  
ultra-low bond yields’, Bond Vigilantes (M&G),  
www.bondvigilantes.com/blog/2014/09/22/global-
greying-mean-getting-used-ultra-low-bond-yields
3 ‘The “I’ve paid in all my life” fallacy’, The Economist, 
www.economist.com/blogs/buttonwood/2017/05/
paying-social-benefits
4 ‘How the dementia tax – a “nasty party” policy  
– lost Theresa May her majority’, The Spectator,  
blogs.spectator.co.uk/2017/06/dementia-tax- 
nasty-party-policy-lost-theresa-may-majority
5 See Between Debt and the Devil, by Lord  
Adair Turner
6 ‘The Land of the Setting Sun’, Frances Coppola, 
Pieria, www.pieria.co.uk/articles/the_land_of_the_
setting_sun
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IT TAKES PARTICULAR QUALITIES AND SKILLS TO WORK EFFECTIVELY 
AS AN INTERIM TREASURER. BEN POOLE EXPLORES THE POSSIBILITIES

BRIDGING THE

Employing interim treasurers has 
become an established and flexible 
resource for companies that require 

treasury skills and resources at an 
executive level. From a practitioner 
perspective, getting into the interim 
market requires the ability to be 
adaptable and open-minded towards  
the roles that are offered. 

“For me, this way of working is 
better because I get to take on a 
variety of different projects,” explains 
Louise Johnston, interim senior 
treasury accountant at Travelopia. 
“Treasury management system [TMS] 
implementation is a big focus for 
me. Every interim project I have had 
over the past two years has been 
on a different system. I’ve done an 
implementation, an upgrade and a 
project automating the accounting  
from the TMS into SAP, for example. 
There is always something different  
to do, which is why I enjoy this type  
of work.”

Roles can also turn out to be much 
more than is initially apparent in the 
job description. “I remember being 
offered a role that looked nice, was not 
terribly pressured and also offered a 
decent salary,” says Carol Power, interim 
treasury manager at Aggreko. “I took 
the role, but within a few weeks, the 
company was going through a demerger 
and, along with a treasurer on the other 
side, I was joint lead from a treasury 
perspective on a FTSE 100 demerger.”

When taking on an interim role, it is 
important to know both what you want 
out of the role, and what the role will 
demand of you. “I think recruitment 
agents sometimes think I am fussy, as  
I am clear that I don’t want a day-to-day, 
month-end role; I want a project role,” 
says Johnston. “Sometimes you might get 
a small handover, but I have taken on a 
role where the person that I reported in 
to was signed off sick. I had to fend for 
myself and really hit the ground running. 
It is important to ask the right questions 
and find the right people to assist.”

“Corporates expect interims to come 
in and hit the ground running,” agrees 
Power. “They are not looking to train 
someone for a long period of time. 
They are investing in your personal 
attributes, and that when you join, you 
will go and ask whoever you need to 
ask in order to get through these tasks. 
Companies are looking for a package 
of experience and the ability to self-
educate very quickly, so that you can 
add value in the role straight away.”

Benefits of experience
Companies often look to hire an 
interim treasurer when they need 
to call on skilled individuals flexibly 
and at short notice. However, those 
interims at executive level that have 
proven experience and who see interim 
work as a permanent career can offer 
still more value in particular areas, 
such as managing complex treasury IK
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assignments, people management and 
engaging with the C-suite.

As the profile and importance of 
treasury have grown over the years, 
individuals with demonstrable high-
level experience and commitment to 
interim management as a career have 
become sought after.

“Interims that specialise in treasury 
can add value to client organisations 
via their deep and broad expertise,” says 
Alexandra Heil, an experienced interim 
treasurer. “I worked for more than 15 
years in permanent jobs in corporate 
banking and in treasury departments 
of large multinationals, as well as major 
mid-sized companies, before I started 
my interim treasurer career. Having a 
track record in that one particular area 
is attractive to client businesses. And, 
from a personal point of view, it means 
I can work in a field in which I have 
profound expert knowledge and feel 
passionately about.”

As treasury skills are transferable 
across all sectors, interim treasurers can 
find themselves working across a broad 
spectrum of industries, with different 
specific roles, throughout their careers. 
“My assignments have primarily covered 
refinancing, relocation of the treasury 
operations and pure interim cover for 
maternity leave or pending appointment 
of a new permanent treasurer,” says Tim 
Walker, owner of TW Business Services 
and a former head of treasury and tax 
at the Post Office. “In almost every case, 

however, there has been an expectation 
that I would use my experience to add 
value by reviewing existing systems 
and policies, and recommending or 
implementing improvements.”

At the coal face
Interim treasury work can be 
demanding. Roles often call for an 
immediate start and require people who 
can get up to speed very quickly. There 
is usually no time for on-the-job training 
from a predecessor. They also need to be 
strong operationally and managerially. 
Successful interims need to be able to 
show they have proved themselves across 
different roles and treasury projects, 
and in a variety of industry sectors. 

“In one recent role, I was initially 
brought in to manage the relocation 
and integration of treasury into a 
shared service centre, putting in place 
appropriate policies and procedures, 
and forging links with other relevant 
departments,” says Walker. “I was then 
asked to refinance existing bank debt 
and arrange a US private placement, 
review the TMS and investigate straight-
through payment processing. This role 
was not unusual and required a mix of 
professional experience, ability to gain 
a quick overview of the business, and a 
detailed understanding of the existing 
people and processes in treasury 
and in the departments interfacing 
with treasury. It also required close 
cooperation with external advisers.”

INTERIM TREASURERS ARE
NOT CONSULTANTS
While consultants usually concentrate  
on elaborating concepts and models, and 
evaluating strengths and weaknesses, the 
interim treasury manager takes responsibility 
for hands-on realisation. To do that effectively, 
they need to understand the company, its 
business model and its specific cash flows  
from the very beginning of an assignment. 

“You need to have the approach that you  
are not going in to act like a consultant,”  
says Power. “This may be how some people 
perceive you when you join a team, and will 
wonder whether you will roll your sleeves  
up. In one interim role I was asked this in the 
interview – a month into the job I asked the  
guy what he thought and he absolutely agreed 
that I got stuck in with the team. I take it on  
as if it is mine, as if I am a full-time employee.”

REASONS FOR HIRING
AN INTERIM MANAGER

• Flexibility;
• Availability at short notice;
• Proven experience and skills;
• Potential to transfer knowledge  

and expertise;
• Additional headcount;
• Ability to work independently  

of internal politics;
• Providing the external view; and
• Fixed-day costs.

“Corporates expect interims to come in and 
hit the ground running… They are not looking 
to train someone for a long period of time”

GAP
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Ben Poole 
is a freelance 
writer and editor, 
specialising in 
treasury and 
transaction banking

QUALIFICATIONS AND QUALITIES

INTERIM TREASURERS NEED:
• Sound technical and business qualifications;
• Up-to-date knowledge of treasury;
• Wide professional experience in both operational and managerial  

roles across different sectors and styles of companies; and
• Good cross-functional knowledge of business processes and function,  

plus a good understanding of the interfaces between treasury and  
other disciplines, such as accounting, financial control, legal and  
supply-chain management.

THE PERSONAL QUALITIES REQUIRED INCLUDE:
• Resilience;
• Ability to work under pressure;
• Self-motivation;
• Results-driven and target-oriented;
• Ability to work and communicate across functions and 

with stakeholders at different levels within organisations;
• Passion for treasury;
• Authenticity;
• Entrepreneurship; and
• Strong organisational skills.

“The most interesting thing for me is in 
finding how you can apply your skills and 
technical ability to individual businesses 
and their business risks, which are 
always going to be different,” says Power. 
“One treasurer may interpret things in a 
much different way to the next treasurer. 
The treasurer or CFO and I will debate 
different ways of doing things. Neither 
way is wrong, and I think that is the sort 
of thing that you have to learn to adapt 
to – your way is not always right, because 
it is not the only way. I love it, and I think 
you have to have that in your character – 
to enjoy it and not be fazed by it.”

Assignment types 
In general, interim treasury assignments 
fall into three categories:
• Working on treasury projects;
• Bridging a vacancy; and
• Project and stakeholder management.

Working on treasury projects: 
There are a wide range of corporate 

goals that can be well served by the 
provision of temporary treasury 
expertise and additional headcount. 
These include items such as the 
selection and implementation 
of a TMS; building up treasury 
functionality or creating a treasury 
team after a sale, divestment or 
merger; implementing cash pools; 
optimising cash management processes; 
negotiating complex loan agreements; 
and restructurings. “There can also be 
interesting opportunities within banks,  
transferring specialist knowledge of 
corporate treasury needs to assist with 
the development of bank products and 
services,” says Heil. 

Bridging a vacancy: Many interim 
assignments arise when the permanent 
position holder is unavailable for 
a certain period, whether through 
sickness, maternity leave or other forms 
of extended leave. Interim assignments 
may also arise when an ideal permanent 
employee has been recruited, but is not 

immediately available due to the terms 
of their current employment.

Project and stakeholder 
management: “In the main, interims 
get involved with complex or extensive 
project-management tasks that draw on 
planning and delivery skills, along with 
stakeholder management,” explains 
Heil. “This can include applying for 
budget, elaborating and following 
a project plan, ensuring individuals 
adhere to deadlines, presenting to 
steering committees and so on.” 

Do not forget your own business 
A key aspect of an interim career is 
the need to think beyond the day job. 
Interim treasurers have to run their 
own businesses, which means that, 
alongside the demands of their current 
assignment, there will be a requirement 
to keep their knowledge up to date. In 
addition, there is the need to build their 
professional profile and reputation, 
promote themselves within their 
market, differentiate themselves from 
the competition by promoting their 
USP and ensure that potential clients 
can reach them. Attending treasury 
gatherings, such as networking forums 
or the ACT Annual Conference, can be a 
good way to keep informed on the latest 
topics, make new contacts and enhance 
your profile.

Working as an interim can come 
with financial and administrative 
burdens, such as taxes, healthcare, 
insurance and retirement provision. 
“Since interims are only paid for time 
worked, it is important also to factor in 
periods when there is no assignment,” 
says Heil. “Interim work can be a 
heavy commitment and therefore it is 
important to find a balance between 
the more demanding phases of an 
assignment, and periods devoted to 
finding new business and downtime. In 
fact, managing that balance may be one 
of the bigger challenges of my job.” 

“In the main, interims get involved with 
complex or extensive project-management 
tasks that draw on planning and delivery 
skills, along with stakeholder management”
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serious application in today’s 
markets. Conduct risk is now 
systemic in scale. In the past 
five years, banks globally have 
paid some $375bn in conduct 
fines, and misconduct has 
damaged trust in financial 
services. Identifying 
malpractice techniques is 
the essential first step to 
forestalling them, in particular 
if there is a more limited core 
group of identifiable practices. 

As to the patterns, some 
are more common, others 
more intermittent. The list of 
26 includes wash trades, the 
manipulation of closing and 
reference prices, ramping, 
layering and spoofing, market 
corners, front-running, 
insider dealing and client 
confidentiality breaches. An 
exposition of each pattern 
is a considerable essay, but a 
description of some of them  
is set out below.

Bag of tricks
One of the most common 
and resilient patterns is wash 
trading. A typical wash trade 
involves a purchase and sale of 
securities that match in price, 
size and time of execution, 

It is said that there is 
nothing new under  
the sun – this is true  

of market misconduct.
In 1814, Charles de Berenger 

landed in Dover disguised 
as a Bourbon officer. He 
and his associates widely 
proclaimed the death of 
Napoleon, including in a letter 
transmitted to the Admiralty 
in London, using the latest 
modern technology – the 
semaphore telegraph. The 
group had bought gilts in the 
weeks before and made £0.5m 
(some £70m today) in profit 
as the market rose on the 
news. The conspirators were 
prosecuted and their case set 
a precedent and established 
the offence of common 
law conspiracy to defraud. 
Thomas Hayes was prosecuted 
under this same law for Libor 
manipulation in 2015.

Has this technique for 
manipulating markets been 
repeated? Do people dress 
up to manipulate markets 
in the modern world? The 
surprising answer is yes. In 
1987, FBI agents disguised 
themselves as traders to gain 
entry to the Chicago futures 
pits to uncover trading frauds. 
They were so successful that 
two years later, a group of 
con men copied the ploy. 
They disguised themselves 
as traders and, wearing fake 
trader jackets and identity 
flashes, they managed to trade 

fraudulently in the pits for 
over a year. 

The ploy has been more 
recently adapted. In 2015, 
James Craig used the modern 
disguise of identity theft 
and social media to carry 
out the same manipulative 
strategy as de Berenger in 
1814: publishing false market 
information. He imitated 
the Twitter accounts of two 
genuine broking houses 
to post false corporate 
information, causing rapid 
share price falls. Craig bought 
near the lows and sold on the 
market retracement. 

Under review
A key problem in managing 
conduct risk is its potential 
scope. Many people assume 
that the range of potential 
malpractice in markets is 
limitless; in the words of 
the judge in a now-famous 
US enforcement case: “The 
methods and techniques of 
manipulation are limited only 
by the ingenuity of man.” 
Cargill, Incorporated v  
Hardin (1971) 

However, analysis of the 
behavioural patterns in 
actual cases of misconduct 
establishes that the number 
of malpractice techniques 
is more limited. At the 
Fixed Income, Currencies 
and Commodities Markets 
Standards Board (FMSB), we 
call this behavioural cluster 

analysis. It demonstrates 
that the same market abusive 
techniques are repeated and 
adapted, and it is reasonably 
rare that a genuinely new ploy  
is invented.

This methodology is 
simple. Enforcement cases 
are reviewed to ascertain 
the pattern of malpractice 
behaviour indicated. These are 
then compared to determine 
whether the same behaviours 
repeat or are unique or 
different in each case. The 
FMSB has reviewed more than 
400 cases from 19 countries 
over a 200-year period in all  
of the main asset classes. We 
found that just 26 patterns  
of behaviour repeat over time 
and across markets, asset 
classes and jurisdictions. This 
is the first time that analysis of 
this type has been undertaken 
with cases collated in a single 
place as a point of reference 
for, and as an input to, 
governance and oversight 
structures and methodologies. 

The use of disguises in 
the cases of de Berenger and 
the Chicago markets is a 
somewhat peculiar example, 
but this type of analysis has a 

Identifying malpractice techniques is the 
essential first step to forestalling them, 
in particular if there is a more limited 
core group of identifiable practices

Ethics and corporate governance
Ethics

REPEAT 
OFFENCES
FRAUDS AND MARKET ABUSES APPEAR TO BE UNIQUE 
ACTS. IN FACT, THEY OFTEN FOLLOW RECOGNISABLE 
PATTERNS. GERRY HARVEY EXPLAINS
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and which involves no change 
in beneficial ownership or 
transfer of risk. Wash trades 
are fictitious transactions 
used to give a false impression 
of price or market activity. 
Their history in the 20th 
century starts with the boom 
in railroad stocks in the US 
in 1908, but they have also 
been used to manipulate 
government bonds, floating 
rate notes, oil and even 
sunflower seed futures. We 
find them used more recently 
in the Libor problems. 

Market corners and 
squeezes have been attempted 
in commodities markets 
and more recently in bond 
markets. A corner arises where 
a party attempts to achieve a 
dominant controlling market 
position to dictate price. A 
squeeze arises where a party 
does not seek dominance, 
but attempts to gain control 
of sufficient amounts of a 
commodity or security to 
impact prices.

Many commodities markets 
have suffered corners and 
squeezes. Twentieth-century 
cases include Soybeans (1941), 
Silver (1947), Butter (1947), 
Eggs (1947), Oats (1951), 
Potatoes (1955), Cattle (1979), 
Wheat (1991), Copper (2001) 

and Cocoa (2010). A famous 
event arose when two onion 
traders, Vincent Kosuga and 
Sam Siegal, cornered the 
onion futures market on the 
Chicago Mercantile Exchange 
between 1952 and 1954. The 
resulting scandal led to the 
passing of the Onion Act in 
1958, which bans the trading 
of futures on onions in the  
US. The ban remains in effect. 

The first-ever issue of  
US treasury bonds was the 
subject of a corner attempt  
in 1792. More recent attempts 
have been made. In 1991, two 
dealers used unauthorised 
trades on client accounts to 
exceed limits on purchases in 
treasury auctions to attempt 
a squeeze on two US treasury 
issues. Two years later, in 
June 1993, Fenchurch Capital 
Management attempted a 
classic squeeze by acquiring a 
large long position in treasury 
note futures contracts and 
gaining control over the 
supply of the cheapest-to-
deliver treasury notes as the 
futures moved to expiry. 
Similar tactics are possible  
in the corporate market. 
In 2013, Harbinger Capital 
created a short squeeze in  
a small distressed debt issue. 
Harbinger purchased 113% of 

the issue notional and then 
refused to lend bonds to short 
sellers. The price doubled. 

Patterns of malpractice 
repeat, but they also adapt 
to new market structures. 
Some people have hoped 
that the mandated move to 
screen-based trading under 
the legislative initiatives that 
followed the 2008 credit 
crisis will provide a solution 
to misconduct – that human 
misconduct can be ‘coded  
out’. A note of caution is 
required. Many of the repeat 
clusters evident in traditional 
markets have already been 
adapted to technology. 
Technology does not eradicate 
human intervention in 
markets. It transfers it to 
another type of human –  
a computer programmer. 

In 2011, Michael Coscia 
manipulated futures markets 
in energy products, metals, 
agricultural markets, 
currencies and indices by 
engaging in a practice called 
spoofing. Spoofing is the 
placing of orders with the 
intention to cancel them 
prior to their being filled, 
and thereby ramp or depress 
prices. Coscia employed  
a technologist to develop a 
program that would place 

Gerry Harvey is the chief 
executive of the FMSB

spoofing orders, execute 
trades at artificial prices and 
cancel the spoof orders as 
soon as his winning trades 
were completed. These 
sequences were timed to 
take place in milliseconds. 
There are similar examples 
of technological applications 
that have been designed to 
manipulate electronic markets 
– in effect, misconduct has 
been coded in. 

The FMSB will publish its 
work in this area later this 
year. However, while the case 
history is fascinating in itself, 
the objective of this exercise  
is not academic. It is practical. 
If we can identify the horizon 
of repeat abusive techniques, 
then more effective pre-
emptive responses to 
misconduct become possible 
and we perhaps begin to 
curb the market aberrant 
application of the ‘ingenuity 
of man’. 
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A NEW GLOBAL CODE OF CONDUCT FOR THE $5.1 TRILLION A DAY 
FX MARKET WAS UNVEILED IN MAY TO IMPROVE TRANSPARENCY. 
NEILL PENNEY EXPLAINS ITS TREASURY IMPACT, HISTORY AND 
MAIN STIPULATIONS 

A NEW CODE 
FOR FX 

Corporate treasuries  
need to move money 
around the world and 

hedge their currency positions 
to protect profits and costs. 
But as infrequent users of 
the FX market, they tend 
to rely on their banks or 
infrastructure providers to 
transact their daily or weekly 
trades, and to ensure they 
get the best deals for spots, 
forwards and other types of  
FX financial instruments. 

As such, corporate 
treasurers were shocked when 
the FX market rate fixing 
(WMR) scandal broke in 
2014, revealing they had been 
paying over the odds for FX  
for several years due to 
a market that had been 
manipulated by traders at 
different banks, in a similar 

fashion to the Libor market 
where a false benchmark 
imposed extra costs. 

Large fines ensued, with 
seven banks paying out more 
than $10bn in total between 
2014 and 2015 over claims  
they had misused information 
and rigged currency 
benchmarks. Just this year, 
one bank paid $136.9m in 
April and another $246m 
in July, as other financial 
institutions continue to  
settle FX malpractice claims 
with authorities. 

The veracity of ‘last look’ 
practices that allow a market 
maker to back out of a  
trade or reprice it having 
potentially unfairly learned 
about a counterparty’s 
intentions have also been 
questioned, alongside  

pre-trade hedging procedures 
and ‘front-running’. This is 
where advanced knowledge of 
a trade leads to manipulation. 

FX Global Code 
of Conduct 
A new FX Global Code of 
Conduct was unveiled on 
25 May 2017 to try to restore 
confidence in the market. 
The voluntary guidelines, 
developed by central bankers 
on the Foreign Exchange 
Working Group (FXWG)  
in partnership with private-
sector Market Participants 
Group (MPG), headed up  
by CLS chief executive David 
Puth, aims to deliver: “a 
robust, fair, liquid, open and 
appropriately transparent 
global FX marketplace”. 

The code covers all market 
participants, the sell- and buy-
side, including any corporate 
treasuries that are “active in 
FX markets as a regular part 
of their business”, and those 
engaging in external trades. 
Transaction platforms such  
as FXall are covered, too. 

But, importantly, the 
voluntary code is proportional. 
The compliance burden should 
therefore be less onerous on 
low-volume treasurers, as 
they’re not typically doing 
speculative or profit-seeking 
trades. Indeed, as an end user, 
corporates should benefit 
from improved behaviour  
in the market and, hopefully,  
the elimination of scandals. 

The code is the industry’s 
last chance to self-regulate. 

Regulators have made it clear 
that if there is any future crisis 
involving FX, then a formal 
prescriptive legal framework 
for the operation of the market 
will follow. 

The new rules will be 
maintained and updated by a 
new Global Foreign Exchange 
Committee (GFXC). The code 
contains six core principles, 
with numerous sub-
stipulations, meaning there 
are 55 guidelines in total. The 
core principles in the 78-page 
GFXC Code of Conduct1 are:
1. Ethics: “Market participants 

are expected to behave in 
an ethical and professional 
manner to promote the 
fairness and integrity of  
the FX market.”

2. Governance: “Market 
participants are expected  
to have a sound and  
effective governance 
framework to provide  
for clear responsibility  
for, and comprehensive 
oversight of, their FX market 
activity, and to promote 
responsible engagement  
in the FX market.” 

3. Execution: “Market 
participants are expected 
to exercise care when 
negotiating and executing 
transactions in order to 
promote a robust, fair, open, 
liquid and appropriately 
transparent FX market.” 
4. Information sharing: 

“Market participants 
are expected to be clear 
and accurate in their 
communications, and 
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Corporates need to be aware that 
there will be some changes in the 
way your bank trades with you

to protect confidential 
information to promote 
effective communication 
that supports a robust, 
fair, open, liquid and 
appropriately transparent  
FX market.” 
5. Risk management and 

compliance: “Market 
participants are expected 
to promote and maintain a 
robust control and compliance 
environment to effectively 
identify, manage and report 
on the risks associated with 
their engagement in the  
FX market.”
6. Confirmation and 

settlement processes: 
“Market participants are 
expected to put in place 
robust, efficient, transparent 
and risk-mitigating post-
trade processes to promote 
the predictable, smooth  
and timely settlement  
of transactions in the  
FX market.” 

One of the key points in the 
global code is that conduct is 
not just about good behaviour, 
although this is important 
and should be positively 
impacted by enhanced mark-
up transparency and other 
such changes. However, the 

code is also about introducing 
good practice to ensure the 
market operates smoothly 
and effectively, minimising 
disruptions due to things like 
poor data sharing or mis-
confirmations, so although 
this isn’t formal regulation,  
it will shape the FX market  
for years to come. 

Adherence 
The code also tackles complex 
topics, such as electronic 
trading, algorithmic trading 
and prime brokerage. In 
addition, there is a separate 
nine-page adherence2 
document. This is designed 
to help migration to the new 
code, which sets out how to 
demonstrate and publicly 
declare that you’re following  
it, should you choose to  
do so, via a standardised 
‘Statement of Commitment’. 
These may be collated on to 
a public register, if a market 
participant decides to 
introduce one. 

The ACI (Financial Markets 
Association, based in Paris) 
has already come out in 
support of the code by saying 
it will make it a requirement 
for its 9,000+ members to 
commit to adherence.

“All of us recognise the need 
to restore the public’s faith in 
the FX market,” said FXWG 
chair Guy Debelle, who is  
also the Reserve Bank of 
Australia deputy governor,  
in a statement released on 
25 May to coincide with the 
code’s unveiling. 

Debelle added he hopes 
the code will help “improve 
market functioning”, while 
CLS’s Puth, speaking on behalf 
of the MPG, said: “It is now up 
to each of us to follow through 
with our commitment to 
adopt these principles.”

Thomson Reuters is a keen 
supporter of the new code 
and has produced several 
articles that explain the code; 
how it relates to us in regard 
to our matching and FXall 
execution platform; and our 
compliance with it. Training 
will be provided to all our 
internal FX staff and we may 
consider offering this service 
to external corporate treasury 
partners that use our analytics, 
execution and other services, 
if there is sufficient demand 
for it. 

Treasury impacts 
Corporates need to be aware 
that there will be some 
changes in the way your bank 
trades with you and in general 
market practice as a result  
of the evolving code. You 
should read it to familiarise 
yourself with its full contents 
and remember that it will 
continue to develop as it  
is principles-based. 

The proportionality 
elements in the code mean 
that not all the guidelines  
will apply to you, but a gap 
analysis may be beneficial  
to identify where they do,  
and any potential changes 
needed to everyday 
procedures, alterations  
to auditing, and so on. 

The main consideration for 
treasurers is likely to be the 
extent to which you publicly 
declare your support for 
the code or not, in order to 

reinforce good conduct and 
behaviour in the industry. The 
individual who will sign the 
Statement of Commitment 
from your organisation will 
also need to be decided, if 
the conclusion is that you 
wish to make your adherence 
public. You’ll also likely want 
to check if your partners and 
counterparties adhere to the 
code before deciding if you 
wish to transact with them. 

A survey carried out 
in February this year by 
Thomson Reuters during a 
live webinar that attracted 
169 heads of treasury, risk 
managers, directors and 
others from the US, Germany, 
Switzerland, the UK, Canada 
and other global treasuries 
suggests that most corporates 
want to show their support  
for the code. Live polling of 
the attendees showed that 
79% think it’s important for 
the treasury community to  
be seen to publicly support  
the code via adherence. Most 
also expect their banks to 
comply, with 91% stating they 
expect them to adhere to the 
new code.

The development of the 
code was initiated by the 
Financial Stability Board’s 
2014 investigation into the 
WMR scandal and has been 
carried out under the auspices 
of the Bank for International 
Settlements3. It should presage 
a revolution in the way the 
FX market operates and, as 
such, is worthy of treasurers’ 
immediate attention. 

Neill Penney is 
managing director and 
global head of trading, 
Thomson Reuters 

1 www.globalfxc.org/docs/fx_global.pdf 
2 www.bis.org/mktc/fxwg/adherence_report.pdf 
3 www.bis.org/publ/rpfx16fx.pdf

Do you feel it’s important that the 
corporate treasury community is 
seen to publicly support the code 
through adherence?

79% Yes 21% Not sure

Will you expect your banks to be 
adherent to the code?
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IN LESS THAN 18 MONTHS’ TIME, THE NEW LEASE ACCOUNTING 
STANDARD COMES INTO EFFECT. BRINGING ALL OPERATING LEASES 
ONTO THE BALANCE SHEET, THE CHANGES FOR LESSEES COULD BE 
SIGNIFICANT, AS PAUL LIPPITT AND ARMAGHAN HAQ EXPLAIN

LEASE ACCOUNTING CHANGE:

TIME FOR ACTION
Published by the IASB  
in January 2016, IFRS 16,  
Leases is designed to 

bring transparency and 
comparability to financial 
reporting. It is applicable to 
organisations reporting under 
IFRS for accounting periods 
beginning on or after 1 January 
2019, and replaces IAS 17.  

The new standard is set 
to impact lessees more than 
lessors, since the accounting 
remains substantially the 
same for lessors. That said, the 
changes in lessee accounting 
under IFRS 16 could impact 
lessors as lessees’ needs and 
behaviours alter.

Impact on lessees
The major change for lessees 
is that all operating leases 
must be reported on balance 
sheet through the creation of 
a right of use (ROU) asset and 
corresponding liability. The 
ROU asset is calculated based 
on the present value of future 
rental cash flows discounted 
at the rate implicit in the lease 
or, if this is not available, the 
incremental borrowing rate 
– and depreciated over the 
remaining lease term. 

What’s more, interest is 
charged on the lease liability 
to maintain a constant 
underlying rate of return. This 
means there will be a higher 
amount charged to profit and 
loss (P&L) at the beginning of 
the lease than at the end.

Two available exemptions  
to the new rules include leases 
with a term of 12 months  

or less to run, and low-value 
leases, ie with a value of  
$5,000 or less when new.

Effect on key ratios
Naturally, the changes to lease  
accounting under IFRS 16  
will impact certain key 
performance indicators (KPIs) 
and measures, as summarised 
in the above table.

Organisations with 
large-value leases, such as 
property, expensive plant and 
equipment, are likely to be 
most impacted by the changes. 

This may include retailers 
and other companies with 
significant property portfolios, 
as well as airlines and those 
operating in the oil and  
gas sectors.

Stakeholder management 
In addition, the lease 
accounting changes have 
implications for a diverse 
group of stakeholders. 
Corporates therefore 
need to carefully manage 
communications to ensure the 
right messages are received 
and understood. For example, 
although creditworthiness has 
not fundamentally changed  
as a result of implementing 
IFRS 16, this may not 
necessarily be apparent.

As such, it may be prudent 
to have conversations with 
stakeholders well ahead of 
transition to IFRS 16, and to 
manage their expectations 
accordingly. The following list 
is by no means exhaustive, 
nor in any specific order, but 
provides a starting point:
• Debt capital providers. 

Consider the effect on 
banking covenant measures. 
Potentially, these will need 
to be renegotiated, but in 
the meantime, a short-term 
solution may be the inclusion 
of a ‘frozen GAAP’ clause 
(where not already in place).

• Suppliers. Will they be 
concerned about an increase 
in gearing/higher reported net 
debt? Will they seek shorter 
payment terms as a result?

• Lessors. Consider whether 
there is scope to renegotiate 
or restructure existing and 
future property leases. There 
may be opportunities to 
reclassify arrangements as 
service contracts, but will  
this work on a practical level, 

KPI Measures Calculation Effect of IFRS 16

Gearing Long-term 
solvency

Financial 
liabilities/equity 

(debt-to- 
equity ratio)

Increase – because 
financial liabilities increase

EBIT Profitability Earnings before 
interest and tax

Increase – because the 
depreciation added is 
lower than the lease  
rental excluded from 

operating income
EBITDA Profitability Earnings before 

interest, tax, 
depreciation  

and amortisation

Increase – because lease 
expense is eliminated  

from EBITDA

EBITDAR Profitability Profit before 
interest, tax, 
depreciation, 
amortisation  

and rent

No change – because all 
lease-related expenses  

are excluded

ROCE Profitability EBIT/equity plus 
financial liabilities

Depends on the 
characteristics of the lease 

portfolio (EBIT, as well  
as financial liabilities,  

will increase)
Net 

operating 
cash flow

Solvency N/A Increase – because 
operating lease payments 

relating to principal are 
moved to financing

Asset 
turnover

Profitability Sales/total assets Decrease – because lease 
assets are part of  

total assets
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for example, store rent linked 
to turnover?

• Auditors. Key assumptions 
will need to be agreed 
prior to implementation, 
for example, appropriate 
discount rate, interpretation 
of lease versus service 
contract, application of 
portfolio approach to 
particular asset classes.  
An open, early dialogue 
would be sensible.

• Shareholders. The 
calculation of the transitional 
adjustment may be 
important to shareholders 
as they look for certainty 
of future dividends and 
earnings growth. They may 
also need to understand the 
increase in reported net debt.

• Rating agencies. While 
operating leases are already 
taken into account in 
credit ratings, the agencies 
will expect the impact of 
implementing IFRS 16 
to be broadly similar to 
their calculations. Early 
engagement may be 
appropriate to ensure  
there are no surprises.

• IT and systems. A practical 
challenge associated with 
IFRS 16 will be identifying 
all relevant contractual 
terms within existing lease 
agreements. There may 
also be systems, as well as 
data, gaps: can the current 
accounting software 
accommodate discounting 
calculations, for instance? 
Companies may potentially 
need to buy a suitable 
package or develop an  
in-house IT solution.

• Management and staff. 
Bonus payments may 
be based on a range of 
performance measures, 
including EBITDA. This may 
require a review of targets, 
given EBITDA is expected  
to increase.

• HMRC. The treatment  
of lessee tax relief under  
IFRS 16 is still to be 
determined. However, 
HMRC favours retaining 
the current taxation system 

rather than moving to an 
accounts-based approach. 
A consultation document is 
expected in the autumn, with 
the final decision due to be 
announced early in 2018.

Preparing for conversion
The earlier entities begin  
to understand what impact  
IFRS 16 may have on their 
financials, systems and 
business, the better prepared 
they will be to iron out 
potential issues and reduce 
implementation costs and 
manage compliance risk.

There are a number of 
important issues to consider  
in planning the transition  
to IFRS 16. This includes 
deciding whether to take a 
fully retrospective approach  
on implementation, or 
a modified retrospective 
approach (where comparative 
figures are not restated). If  
it is the latter, there are two 
choices to consider: either the 
ROU asset and liability are 
valued the same (potentially 
leading to an initial adverse 
impact to P&L) or the ROU 
asset is calculated as if the 
new rules had always been in 
place, time apportioned for 
the expired term (potentially 
leading to an adverse impact  
to reserves, but an improved 
P&L outlook).

Other points to bear in  
mind include: 

• Is the impact of reported 
performance measures  
fully understood?

• Are the options available 
identified and the business, 
systems and financial impact 
of these options ascertained?

• Is the additional data  
that needs to be  
collected identified? 

• Can the systems cope? Are 
there adequate controls  
in place?

• Do staff members have  
the right skills to complete  
the transition?

There are operational 
challenges to consider as well. 
These include knowledge 
transfer, change management 
and project planning – as 
well as getting the numbers 
right. Meanwhile, external 
challenges might include 
releasing the right information 
to the market at the right time, 
and maximising the business 
opportunities during the 
implementation process.

Time to act
Implementation of the new 
lease accounting standard has 
the potential to fundamentally 
change financial, operational 
and strategic decision-
making in the context of 
operating lease arrangements, 
particularly for lessees that 
have a significant exposure to 
property and large value leases. 

Key decisions need to be 
taken around transition to 
IFRS 16, with implications for 
reported profit, reserves and 
financial ratios. Stakeholders 
will need to be managed 
to ensure they understand 
the impact of the change 
and do not reach incorrect 
assumptions about  
future creditworthiness.

Further, there is a significant 
amount of preparation 
needed to enable finance 
teams to properly account for 
leases under the new rules. 
We believe it is imperative 
that impacted businesses 
start planning now for the 
required changes in order to 
be better prepared to iron out 
potential issues and reduce 
implementation costs and 
compliance risk.

Changes in the US
In addition to the changes 
that IFRS 16 brings, treasurers 
with US operations need to 
be aware of the FASB’s new 
accounting standard ASU 
2016-02 Leases (Topic 842). 
Although the boards were 
aiming to fully converge, their 
final standards differ in some 
key areas. To illustrate, while 
both international and US 
accounting standards will result 
in all leases being accounted 
for on balance sheet, the 
FASB decided to have a dual 
classification model for lessees: 
finance leases and operating 
leases. Lease classification 
affects measurement  
of the ROU asset, lease 
expense and income  
statement presentation.  

Paul Lippitt is principal consultant, 
fleet consultancy at Lex Autolease; and 
Armaghan Haq is head of accounting 
policy, retail, consumer finance and group 
operations at Lloyds Banking Group 
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Financial risk management
Manage risks

The current climate  
for corporate treasury  
is one of considerable 

uncertainty. While this 
uncertainty is manifesting 
itself in different ways, the 
outcome of last year’s Brexit 
referendum in the UK has 
particularly underscored the 
need for treasurers to be 
prepared for every eventuality. 
Unfortunately, this is not 
always the case – more than 
half of CFOs had not put in 
place a Brexit contingency 
plan before the vote, according 
to research published by 
Deloitte in April 2016.

Of the many possible 
implications of Brexit for 
companies in the UK and 
elsewhere, the impact on IK
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TECHNOLOGY CAN PROVIDE TREASURERS WITH GREATER INSIGHTS INTO THEIR CASH 
POSITION IN AN UNCERTAIN WORLD. JOHN CAMPBELL OFFERS A PERSONAL VIEW

A CLEARER 
VISION

exchange rates is particularly 
significant. Immediately 
following the vote, the pound 
dropped to a 31-year low, 
from $1.50 before the results 
were announced to $1.33 
the following day. Further 
drops followed, and while the 
currency has strengthened  
in recent weeks, sterling 
remains considerably weaker 
than before the vote, with 
GBP/USD at $1.29 at the time 
of writing. 

Where GBP/EUR is 
concerned, the figures tell  
a similar story. The exchange 
rate has fallen from €1.31 
following the closure of the 
polls to €1.14 at the time of 
writing. It is unclear how this 
will develop over the course 

of 2017; some have predicted 
that the pound could dip 
below parity with the euro, 
but other scenarios could  
see the pound rise above 
current levels.

IMPACT OF FX 
MOVEMENTS
For multinational 
corporations, it is inevitable 
that such significant 
currency movements will 
have consequences. These 
consequences may have been 
delayed for companies that 
had taken steps to hedge their 
foreign currency exposures 
before the referendum took 
place. However, this effect was 
short-lived, and companies 
that engaged in hedging for 

a certain period of time are 
now facing up to the currency 
implications of Brexit. 

At the same time, 
treasurers are also confronted 
with other types of 
uncertainty in light of Brexit. 
For one thing, people are 
unsure what the banking 
landscape will look like 
after the UK has left the EU 
and how this will impact 
their relationships with 
existing banks. They may 
also have questions around 
the implications for funding 
from foreign banks and for 
overseas investments.

Uncertainty around the 
direction that Brexit will take 
makes it more important 
than ever for treasurers to get 
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John Campbell  
is VP channel and 
sales, northern 
Europe, at Kyriba

By adopting a sophisticated TMS, 
treasurers can gain a clearer view over 
their risk exposures and cash flows

their houses in order where 
FX is concerned. The good 
news is that there are plenty 
of opportunities to achieve 
this. In the past few years, 
many treasurers have taken 
on increasingly strategic roles 
within their organisations, 
and the current market 
arguably brings even more 
opportunities for treasurers 
to provide valuable advice to 
the CFO and the board. First, 
though, treasurers need to 
have a clear understanding 
of their exposures, and they 
need to be able to react 
quickly to adverse events  
or market opportunities.

PAIN POINTS
When it comes to managing 
FX risk – and other financial 
risks – treasurers may need  
to address a number of 
different pain points, such  
as the following:

• Inadequate visibility over 
the company’s exposures. 

Without sufficient 
visibility over the risks 
they face, companies 
will not be able to make 
well-informed hedging 
decisions. Treasurers 
need to understand  
what they are hedging 
before they can put  
a suitable programme  
in place – and this  
means having access  
to a trusted and complete 
central repository  
of information.

• Inadequate cash-flow 
forecasting. All too often, 
companies fail because 
they run out of cash –  
a situation that can arise 
even with a full order 
book. The uncertain 
trading environment  
and the potential impact 
of currency movements 
on earnings make it  
more important than ever 
to be able to predict the 
company’s future flows 
accurately. However, 
forecasting can be a 
challenge, particularly  
for companies that  
have a complex  
operating structure. 

• Inadequate visibility 
following M&A. 
According to Deloitte, 
the value of M&A deals 
between Europe and  
the rest of the UK has 
trebled since this time 
last year. However, 
companies need to  
have a clear view of  
their liquidity positions 
so that they can leverage 
opportunities quickly 
when the moment  

arises. At the same 
time, issues can emerge 
following M&A activity 
if the acquiring company 
does not have visibility 
over the target’s banking 
structure, transactions, 
cash flows and processes.

TECH-ENABLERS
In this challenging climate, 
technology can play a greater 
role in supporting risk 
management by enabling 
companies to track their risk 
exposures around the world – 
and, ultimately, to make more 
effective decisions.

Technology can support 
FX management in a number 
of ways, starting with 
providing a clear view over 
the company’s existing bank 
accounts and cash flows. 
When treasurers take steps 
to gain control over this area, 
it is not unheard of for them 
to find balances in bank 
accounts that they didn’t 
know existed. 

A sophisticated treasury 
management system (TMS) 
can provide a single version  
of the truth, thereby 
supporting accurate cash-
flow forecasting and giving 
treasurers the ability to 
hedge cash flows in foreign 
currencies. Technology  
can also enable treasurers  
to provide CFOs with  
detailed reports of their 
companies’ risk exposures 
and align their hedging 
policies with current market 
conditions. Cloud-based 
systems can be accessed  
from all around the world, 
enabling people to access 

information and make 
informed decisions.

When choosing a TMS, 
treasurers should consider 
the future as well as the 
current needs of the 
organisation. While cash-
flow forecasting and liquidity 
management may be a 
company’s highest priorities 
today, it is important to 
remember that requirements 
can change over time. 
Further down the line, the 
company may need a system 
that supports payments, 
hedge accounting or FX 
management capabilities. 
The chosen system should 
therefore have the capability 
to meet the company’s future 
requirements, as well as 
provide the necessary levels 
of security and integration.

CONCLUSION
The post-Brexit FX 
environment may present 
considerable challenges, 
but there are steps that 
companies can take to 
overcome some of the 
hurdles. By leveraging 
technology, treasurers can 
gain a clearer view over their 
risk exposures and cash flows. 
This, in turn, can enable 
treasurers to react more 
quickly to market changes, 
take advantage of M&A 
opportunities and make more 
effective hedging decisions. 
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Behavioural skills
Influencing

When was the last time 
you thought about how 
you influence others? 

Do you understand what 
impressions you make on 
people or how to develop 
your personal brand? 

The ability to influence 
and engage others at all 
levels – up, down and across 
your organisation – is a key 
skill and one that you are in 

A WIDE COMBINATION OF VERBAL, NON-VERBAL AND BEHAVIOURAL 
CLUES COMBINE TO MAKE OUR PERSONAL BRAND. SUSAN BINNERSLEY 
AND LOUISE TATHAM EXPLORE HOW THESE CLUES CAN BEST BE MANAGED

LASTING 
IMPRESSIONS

control of. By recognising 
your own strengths and 
weaknesses, what motivates 
you and how you manage 
yourself, you will be 
able to build sustainable 
relationships with others.

According to the Center  
for Creative Leadership,  
75% of careers are derailed 
for reasons related to 
emotional competencies, 

including an inability 
to handle interpersonal 
problems, unsatisfactory 
team leadership during times 
of difficulty, or conflict or  
an inability to adapt to 
change or elicit trust. 

What is EI?
To optimise your personal 
effectiveness and the 
performance of your team, 

you need high emotional 
intelligence (EI). High EI  
will enable you to bring out 
the best in you and those 
around you.

‘Emotional intelligence’ 
is a term first adopted 
by psychology professor 
Michael Beldoch, but it 
is a concept that gained 
popularity following author 
and psychologist Daniel 
Goleman’s 1995 book (called 
Emotional Intelligence) and 
one that has become widely 
known and adopted.

The EI conceptional  
model looks at self-
awareness, self-management, 
social awareness and 
relationship management. 

Self-awareness
Without this cornerstone, 
our chances of developing 
high EI are severely limited. 
Within self-awareness we 
need to understand our 
personal brand and what 
impact we have on others. 
What would our boss say 
about us? What would our 
team say? What information 
is available about us online? 
It is important for you both 
to know what is in your 
digital profile and to consider 
before people meet you what 
they might know and infer 
about you. Might they form 
any negative impressions of 
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impact – how their behaviour 
was actually received by the 
other person. Differences 
between impact and intent 
are often found when the 
words, music (how you  
say things: pitch, pace  
and tone) and dance (how 
you behave when you are 
talking, including non-verbal 
signals) are not all carrying 
the same message.

Our words, music 
and dance need to be in 
tune with each other to 
communicate effectively. 
By achieving that, you 
can ensure that you create 
the best impression and 
maximise your influence. 

One final thought is that 
people will remember how 
you made them feel and 
not necessarily what you 
said to them. If you look 
at your professional career, 
think about the people who 
have managed you and the 
difference between a good 

The ability to influence and 
engage others at all levels 
– up, down and across your 
organisation – is a key skill and 
one that you are in control of

Susan Binnersley (left) is an 
organisation development consultant, 
career coach and founding director 
of h2h consultancy; and Louise 
Tatham (right) is head of professional 
development at the ACT

you via your digital brand 
before you meet them? 
Forewarned is forearmed.

Understanding our 
complete professional 
reputation is a key step  
in being able to develop  
our relationships.

Self-management
Once you understand what 
impact you have, you then 
need to think about what 
impact you want to have. 
How do you want others to 
see you? What do you need 
to change to achieve this? 
You can control your own 
behaviour and, therefore, 
if you want to change 
something in your work 
environment, you can be  
the catalyst for that change.

Social awareness
We all work within an 
organisational system, so it 
is worth considering what is 
culturally right within your 
own system and across other 
systems that you interact 
with. How well do you fit and 
what might you need to self-
manage to have an impact 
with your own setting and 
across your wider networks?

Relationship 
management
Consider your audience: 
what are your competencies 
and how can you use these 
to maximise your impact 
and increase your influence? 
Digital conversations are 
also important – how do you 
interact with others online?

Visual impact
We create an impression 
the minute we make contact 
with another person – via 
visual, auditory or digital 
signals. First impressions 
about confidence, success, 
trustworthiness and 
flexibility are often instantly 
created by the way we 
look, act and speak. For 
example, if you are giving 
a presentation, people will 
observe what you are doing 
the minute you walk into 
the room, not just when you 
stand up to speak.

How to create an 
appropriate first impression:
1. Pay attention to how you 

look from top to toe.
2. Be comfortable and wear 

clothes and accessories  
that you are comfortable  
in and fit well.

3. Be aware of your non-
verbal habits, behaviours 
and tics.

4. Ask a friend for  
(honest) feedback.

5. Remember, you are never 
off camera.

Behavioural branding
Psychologist Albert 
Mehrabian, famous for his 
work on verbal and non-
verbal signals, conducted  
a series of experiments 
to look at how people 
communicate, especially 
when conveying a difficult 
message. He looked at the 
intent – the results they 
wanted to achieve or the 
message they wanted to 
communicate; and the 

and bad boss. How did they 
make you feel? If you are 
made to feel empowered  
and supported, you will  
be at your best, even if you 
have a challenging and 
demanding boss.

As the writer Maya 
Angelou put it: “I’ve learnt 
that people will forget what 
you said, people will forget 
what you did, but people will 
never forget how you made 
them feel.” 

Words 7%
Music 38%
Dance 55%

IMPACT

INTENT

‘CONGRUENCE’
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Behavioural skills
Working effectively with others

MANAGING DIFFERENT GENERATIONS IN THE WORKPLACE 
IS ABOUT MANAGING DIFFERING SETS OF MOTIVATIONS. 
VANESSA HARWOOD-WHITCHER EXPLAINS

THE GENERATION 
GAME PLAN

Baby Boomers
Baby Boomers come from 
the birth-rate spike caused 
by returning soldiers from 
World War II. This is the 
generation that began to 
reject traditional values 
ascribed to by their pre-war 
parents. They fought for civil 
liberties and experienced 
access to education, travel 
and economic opportunities 
like no generation before.

The world of a Baby 
Boomer has been about 
opportunity and individual 
choice; they are goal-
orientated. This generation 
values a work-life balance, but 

is more accepting of a long-
hours culture compared to 
others. A 2011 survey carried 
out by Ashridge Business 
School and the Institute of 
Leadership & Management 
indicated that managers from 
this generation are far more 
likely to take work home at 
least once or twice a week 
compared to Generation Y.

Generation X
Generation X was the 
first generation where the 
new-found freedoms of 
the Baby Boomers were 
the norm. While this 
had huge advantages of 

opportunity, Generation X 
experienced a society where 
they had to become more 
independent and self-reliant. 
The exponential growth 
of technology in this era 
meant the pace of life was 
increasing, too.

Generation X started 
to move away from the 
motivations of the Baby 
Boomers. While work 
is highly important to 
Generation X, there is much 
more focus on a balance 
between work and life with  
a ‘work to live, not live to 
work’ attitude.

Independence is a 
key theme in work, with 
Generation X seeing 
themselves much more as 
free agents and as marketable 
employees who can push  
for promotion or job  
changes. This generation’s 
attitude to authority has  
also developed: people are  
no longer impressed with 
titles, although there is still  
a respect for authority.

Generation Y 
Generation Ys have grown 
up with technology. 

Communication and social 
media have surrounded this 
generation and there is a real 
focus on immediacy. Having 
been raised by Baby Boomers, 
this generation has high 

expectations of entitlement 
and recognition without 
necessarily seeing the need  
to work for it.

Generation Y is currently 
the fastest-growing segment 

of the workforce, with 
numbers estimated as high 
as 80 million or more.1

Generation Y takes things 
further than the previous 
generations. At work, they 
actively seek out opportunity. 
They are fiercely motivated 
by career progression and 
high salaries, believing that 
their high levels of education 
entitle them to this. The  
need for autonomy and 
freedom to act at work is  
far more important than  
their forebears’.

Generation Z
Just starting to enter the 
workforce, this latest 
generation are technology-
savvy and naturally 
entrepreneurial, with 61% of a 
recent poll2 of Generation Zs  
saying they would rather 
be an entrepreneur than an 
employee on graduation.

Generation Z is strongly 
motivated by inclusivity – 
they think globally and are 
people-orientated. They 
are far more likely to work 
collaboratively to be creative – 
although this may be virtual. 
Attention spans are short 

In the last issue of The Treasurer (see page 40 of the July/August issue), 
I explored the ACT’s Annual Conference workshop on leadership 
and management, highlighting the need for treasurers to be aware 

of their own preferences and style of leadership to be truly effective.
At the workshop, the panel explored the differences in workplace 

expectations between generations and how this affects a treasurer’s 
need to flex their management style to fully engage with their teams. 
This article expands on the topic further.

Generations – the official definitions
Since the turn of the 20th century, demographic categories have 
been used to define generations born within certain periods from the 
early 1920s onwards. Each generation has been grouped according to 
common values or culture, as well as its impact on society. 

Baby Boomers 
(early 1940s- 
early 1960s)

Generation X 
(early 1960s-  
early 1980s)

Generation Y 
(millennials) 
(early 1980s- 
mid-1990s)

Generation Z 
(centennials) 

(1996 and later)
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at an average of just eight 
seconds, increasing the need 
for immediacy.

Impact on the workplace
Today’s workplace is diverse. 
Employees in treasury are 
likely to be made up from 
a mixture of generations. 
Mostly, managers will be 
either Baby Boomers or 
Generation Xs. 

Each generation builds 
upon its predecessor, but 
what does that mean for the 
changing expectations of the 
workforce and, importantly, 
how should managers lead in 
a way that gets the best from 
their teams?

The Institute of Leadership 
& Management, together 
with Ashridge Business 
School, led a piece of 
research investigating the 
impact of Generation Y’s 
expectations compared to 
that of their managers in the 
workplace. More than 1,200 
recent graduates and their 
employers were interviewed 
with the following findings:

1. Employing 
Generation Ys
Generation Ys are highly 
ambitious, so have great 
expectations of what work can 
do for them – for example, 
56% of the sample believed 
they could reasonably expect 
to be in a management role 
within three years of starting 
work. Money, status and 
career advancement are  
the motivators.

Managers are likely to have 
a much more conservative 
view of what is achievable. 

Most managers are not 
appointed until they reach 
their early 30s3, so reality  
is somewhat different  
to perception. 

2. Rewards
Money and status are high on 
the agenda for Generation Ys,  
but they often feel let down 
by their employers in this 
area. In the survey, 45% of 
graduates felt their salary 
was below or greatly below 
expectations. Possibly linked 
to the first point, this in 
combination with a lack of 
career advancement could 
lead to high staff turnover  
or demotivated teams  
for employers.

3. Ways of working
Managers view performance 
feedback and setting clear 
objectives as important 
management behaviours, 
whereas graduates considered 

this relatively unimportant 
and placed higher value on 
being given opportunities 

to use their skills, and have 
challenge and interest in  
their work.

Generation Y will not be 
burning the midnight oil, 
working like their managers 
do. They expect time for 
personal activities in true 
balance with work.

4. Relationships
Generation Ys want a boss 
who is a coach and friend 
rather than a manager in the 
traditional sense, and even 
those who do have this kind 
of relationship don’t feel it 
goes far enough. 

5. Team working/
company loyalty
Generation Ys have a strong 
focus on self, whereas their 
managers tend to have a 
greater focus on team and 
belonging to a company. 
Managers are likely to put 
their interests to one side for 
the sake of the company and 
expect the same from their 
teams. But if Generation Ys 
don’t get their way, they’ll 
simply go elsewhere. Indeed, 
40% of the respondents in the 
survey stated they expected to 
leave within a year.

Successfully managing 
through the generations
Taking on a graduate is a 
significant investment for 
organisations, and employers 
need to think carefully about 
how they retain and motivate 
colleagues. This is especially 
the case when those that lead 
the organisation may have 
very different mindsets to 
those entering the workplace.

Employers need to look at 
how they can bridge the gap 
between these generational 

expectations, and 
individual managers can 
play a crucial role in this by:

• Embracing the difference 
and not viewing it as a 
character flaw;

• Talking about it: honesty 
and openness can build 

trust, which can lead to  
a shared understanding  
of one another’s points  
of view;

• Focusing on empowerment 
and delegation as core 
management behaviours, as 
this will fulfil Generation Y’s 
need for autonomy  
and creativity;

• Leveraging management 
skills in respect, 
communication, support, 
trust and listening;

• Offering coaching (not 
command and control-
style management), and 
providing learning and 
development opportunities;

• Showing Generation Ys  
what it is possible 
to achieve in their 
organisation career-wise. 
Not everyone will get there, 
but some will, and those 
are the ones to keep! Offer 
career paths and milestones 
to achieving progression. 

Vanessa Harwood-
Whitcher is director 
of learning at the ACT

1 www.thebalance.com/common-characteristics- 
   of-generation-y-professionals-2164683
2 www.visioncritical.com/generation-z-infographics
3 www.institutelm.com/asset/13131994-1B75-46E0- 
   95178F0B8F4E9F29
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GETTING 
OUT AND 
ABOUT
TO SUCCEED IN TREASURY, YOU MUST KNOW YOUR STUFF 
– BOTH TREASURY ITSELF AND THE WIDER BUSINESS THAT 
TREASURY SERVES. DOUG WILLIAMSON EXPLAINS HOW 
FACE-TO-FACE CONTACT WILL BRING A WIDER PERSPECTIVE

Treasury involves many detailed 
technical challenges, usually under 
significant time pressure. Many of  

us can lose sight of the bigger picture. To 
add more value, we need to grasp both the 
evolving detail of our technical role and 
the wider business context. 

How to shine

There is an awful lot of change going 
on, particularly in areas such as treasury 
technology, Brexit and regulation. But you 
wouldn’t know that talking to some, who 
seem oblivious to potential ramifications. 
So, reading around the subject, rather than 
sticking to the exam curriculum and not 
just running a treasury as it’s always been 
run, is the order of the day for those who 
want to shine. This may be easier said than 
done if you’re already working 12-hour days 
under pressure, but you get the point.

Ian Magness, director, Esox Search

No nasty surprises
Nobody likes unpleasant surprises. We 
never want to reach the point of delivering 
unpleasant and unexpected news to our 
company’s stakeholders. The best way  
to keep ahead of things is direct contact 
with the right people. You’ll meet the  
right people in your own organisation,  
at treasury and industry events, and on 
external courses. To create communication 
channels, which provide us with a flow  
of news and information, we have to be 
visible and approachable. 

Strategies such as Management By 
Walking Around (MBWA) will keep you  
in touch with potential problems while 
they are still readily manageable. Regular 
site visits can bring even greater benefits, 
as James Leather FCT, an independent 
treasury professional, found. His advice  
is to see factories first-hand, meet the 
managers and identify operational risks. 
His visit to a giant construction site  
in Darwin, Australia, yielded useful 
information and laid foundations for  
good working relationships.

“Treasury had believed, wrongly, that 
our most significant project risk was  
FX,” he says. “When I visited, it quickly 
became clear that our greatest risks in 
reality were project delay, and substantial 
liquidated damages under our 
construction contract.



of the ACT, and to use the letters AMCT 
after your name. 
 

Prove commitment

Listing an ACT qualification in my CV 
shows potential employers that I have 
the technical ability and proof of my 
commitment and interest in pursuing  
a career in treasury.

Ben Lam, operations manager, St James’s 
Place Wealth Management Group

 
The Treasury Manager
An important part of your journey  
to AMCT is The Treasury Manager, a 
compulsory unit of the diploma, which 
explores a treasury management issue  
in depth. Through completion of an 
assignment, you demonstrate the 
managerial level skills developed 
throughout this unit and your other  
ACT studies. 

As a result, you will be able  
to (1) formulate business-wide 
recommendations; and (2) evaluate  
how they should be implemented.  
These business and behavioural skills  
are critical, transferable skills that can  
be useful throughout your career. They  
are especially important for those working 
at senior levels.

“Delay could have 
resulted from several 
factors, including the 
tropical wet season, 
labour strikes and 
customer performance. 
Only by talking face  
to face with the right 
people can you get this 
essential ‘on the ground’ 
feel, in time to respond.

“We set up KPIs to measure 
these upstream issues and risks, and 
reported them to stakeholders. You don’t 
want to find out there are major problems 
as a result of receiving the first of a series  
of unplanned borrowing requests,” he says.

Personal and practical
Visits to colleagues and partners also  
give an understanding of any personal  
or family challenges they face. This type  
of understanding leads to much better 
teamwork and exchanges.

Simple practicalities, such as the timing 
of phone calls, can prove valuable. Leather 
explains: “The Darwin site staff’s working 
day began at 4am, returning exhausted to 
their rudimentary camp accommodation  
at 5.30pm. Late-afternoon calls from head 
office for lengthy technical discussions 
were not well-received! 

“Once I’d been to the site and met the 
people working under those conditions,  
I wouldn’t even consider calling at that 
time. They appreciated that, and our 
communication improved enormously. 
They started calling me to seek advice,  
ask my opinion or offer valuable insights 
about the challenges we were all working 
on together.”

Be honest about knowledge gaps

Be honest about what you know and don’t 
know. Don’t be afraid to ask questions. 
Often, asking someone’s advice can  
build relationships and show you the 
right direction.

Nedal Ramahi, associate director,  
JC Rathbone Associates Ltd

Best-value coffee
To learn and build your career on sound 
foundations, get out to different types of 
event. You’ll gain greater insights much 
faster, whether they are in your own 

business sector, or 
treasury-specific. 
Having another 
treasurer to talk to is 
incredibly powerful. 
It can produce 
stunning value for  
the cost of a half-hour 

chat over coffee.

Tailor communication
Communication is a core  

skill for all treasurers, especially  
in times of rapid and potentially worrying 
change. Treasurers interact with a range  
of people. One moment it can be accounts 
payable and the next it could be the board, 
CFO or CEO. Communication needs to be 
tailored to your audience.

It’s usually a case of appreciating how  
the other person is viewing, and perhaps 
worrying about, a situation. By definition, 
this will be a different perspective from 
your own – sometimes surprisingly and  
very importantly different.

Shift perspective, close sales

I come from a banking background, so  
was particularly impressed by the way  
my ACT course explained how to shift our 
perspective when we consider a product’s 
attractions from the point of view of a 
corporate treasurer. 

The greatest benefit has been the way 
my conversations with customers have 
developed since taking the course. I have 
received positive feedback about how well 
I have been able to explain a derivative 
position from the customer’s point of view, 
and this has directly led to closing sales.

Onil Banerjee, senior corporate  
hedging manager, Western Union  

Business Solutions
 

Diploma in Treasury Management
The ACT recognises the importance  
of communication and management 
through its Diploma in Treasury 
Management. The diploma provides an 
overview of the scope of managing treasury 
activities and the treasury function by 
presenting a wide range of in-depth 
technical, managerial and behavioural-
related skills.

On completing the diploma, you are 
eligible to become an Associate Member  

Doug Williamson is a  
finance and treasury coach

With many thanks to all 
the valued contributors.
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ADVANCED CASH 
MANAGEMENT COURSE 

17-18 OCTOBER 2017
Network and learn at the ACT’s 

intensive two-day Advanced cash 
management course in London. 

See academy.treasurers.org/
training/advanced- 
cash-management

MENTOR ME
Use the ACT’s free mentor-

matching service for 
members and students.  

See www.treasurers.org/ 
cpd/mentoring
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END NOTES

 IN THIS 
ISSUE:

The highlights of the September/October 2017 issue of The Treasurer include: Barratt 
Developments group treasurer Kate Moorcroft discusses training and developing her team, a US 
private placement and a cash management project, on page 20. The ACT’s Future Leaders in 
Treasury group share their thoughts on the trends and risks facing their organisations, on page 24. 
Employing interim treasurers, on page 32. How to create your personal brand, on page 44

Andrew Sawers  
is a freelance 
business and financial 
journalist, and a 
Fellow of the Royal 
Astronomical Society. 
He is a former award-
winning editor of 
Financial Director  
and tweets as  
@Mr_Numbers

How Sir Isaac Newton saved the coin of the realm 

NEWTON’S WEIGHTY 
CURRENCY CRISIS

Isaac Newton was a 
genius. He was also a 
deeply unpleasant man. 

Kinder interpreters believe  
he struggled with social 
relationships because he  
had what we today know as 
Asperger’s syndrome. Others 
think he was just a nasty  
piece of work. John Maynard 
Keynes, who bought 
thousands of Newton’s private 
papers at auction in 1936, said  
of Newton: “Geniuses are  
very peculiar.”

Newton’s brilliance 
and social awkwardness 
ultimately led this most 
brilliant scientist to play  
a pivotal, but little-known 
role in the currency crisis 
besetting England in the  
late-17th century.

Famous for his laws 
of motion relating to 
momentum, inertia and 
actions and reactions, 
Newton is also famous for 
seeing an apple fall and 
then wondering why it falls 
when the moon and the sun 
don’t. His conclusion was the 
universal law of gravity and 
the mathematical rules that 
go with it.

He is also famous for 
having said: “If I have seen 
further than others, it is 
because I have stood on the 
shoulders of giants.” This 
sounds like a tribute to 
Nicolaus Copernicus, 

Johannes Kepler and Galileo 
Galilei, and it might have 
been. But some believe that  
it was, in fact, a back-handed 
compliment to his rival, 
Robert Hooke, who first 
suggested the idea that the 
gravitational relationship 
between two bodies was the 
inverse square of the distance 
between them. Hooke wasn’t 
a tall man, apparently, so 
Newton’s words have been 
read as a slur on someone 
whom he considered to be  
an intellectual pygmy. 

By the 1690s, Newton’s 
fame as a scientist was as 
far-reaching as gravitational 
forces. And yet he was one 
of a number of great men to 
be asked by the government 
for help on a political and 
economic problem: England’s 
failing currency. Silver coins 
were being melted down and 
sold for more than their face 
value in Europe at a time 
when King William III had 
an expensive war with France. 
Newton suggested recoining 
the entire realm, using less 
silver in each groat, shilling 
and crown so that their 
intrinsic worth was no greater 
than the face value. 

Newton’s advice to debase 
the currency – unheeded, 
ultimately – resulted in him 
being appointed Warden (and 
later Master) of the Royal 
Mint – a post that so appealed 

to Newton’s vanity he left 
Cambridge immediately and 
never returned. Newton flung 
his obsessive energy and 
intellect into the role, despite 
discovering that he had the 
loathsome task of dealing 
with counterfeiters, and had 
to act as policeman, detective 
and prosecutor.

Hand-stamped silver coins 
had for years been eroded 
and clipped. Newer machined 
coins were engraved around 
the edge. The new coins 
couldn’t be clipped, but  
they could be faked. Newton 
estimated that 20% of coins 
were counterfeit. This man, 
who could sit in his rooms for 
days on end, forgetting to eat, 
but just thinking a problem 
into submission, combined 
that intellect with his social 
belligerence to bring villains to 
trial. He disguised himself as 
a gin-house regular to gather 
intelligence from informants 
and he cross-examined 
more than 100 witnesses. He 
secured convictions against 
dozens of counterfeiters, 
who faced a gruesome death 
penalty for treason. 

One master counterfeiter, 
William Chaloner – Moriarty to 
Newton’s Holmes – went to the 
public gallows swearing that 
he was being “murdered under 
pretence of law”. But Newton 
had saved the currency, and 
the Royal Mint. 
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Read the full story in Newton and the 
Counterfeiter, by Thomas Levenson
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Treasury that Moves You.

ROYSTON DA COSTA
Assistant Group Treasurer, 
Ferguson Group Services Ltd.

Treasurers are the unsung heroes of corporate finance, 
shouldering the weight of the financial well-being of 
their companies on a daily basis. Since 1998, BELLIN has 
been empowering them with solutions to not only make 
critical decisions and meet the demands of day-to-day 
responsibilities, but to approach treasury management 
with strategic vision. Over 50,000 users place their trust 
in BELLIN to benefit from the all-around treasury package.

In a business 

environment where 

no two days are alike 

and it’s impossible to 

predict what is going 

to happen, the one 

thing we can always 

rely on is our Treasury 

Management System.
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